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TttE CMC FLUID MECHANICS COMPUTER PROGRAM SYSTEM IS BEING
DEVELOPED TO TRANSMIT TPE THEORETICAL EVOLUTION OF FINITE
ELEMENT NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHODOLOGY, APPLIED TO NONLINEAR
FIELD PROBLEMS INTO A VERSATILE COMPUTER CODE FOR COMPREHENSIVE
FLOWFIELD ANALYSIS. THIS REPORT IS VOLUME III OF A THREE
VOLUME SET AND PRESENTS A DETAILED VIEW OF THE CODE FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF A COMPUTER PROGRAMMER*S USE,
A SYSTEM MACRO FLOW CHART IS PRESENTED ALONG WITH DETAILED
FLOW CHARTS OF SEVERAL ROUTINES WHICH ARE DEEMED NECESSARY TO
INTERACT WITH A THEORETICIAN / USER TO MODIFY THE OPERATION OF
THE PROGRAM.
DESCRIPTIONS OF ALL SUBROUTINES ARE GIVEN AND, WHERE PERTINENT,
DETAILS OF USAGE, PRIMARILY FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT ROUTINES.
DESCRIPTION OF INTEGER AND REAL SCALARS ARE GIVEN ALONG WITH
A CROSS REFERENCE LIST DENOTING SUBROUTINE USAGE FOR THESE SCALARS.
DESCRIPTION OF ENTRY POINTS IN DYNAMIC STORAGE VECTOR 'IZ'.
THE LENGTHS OF EACH VECTOR ACCOMPANY THE SCALAR DEFINITIONS.
A LISTING OF THE ROUTINES PECULIAR TO THE STANDARD TEST CASE
IS INCLUDED ALONG WITH A LISTING OF THE INPUT DECK AND PRINTOUT
(WHICH INCLUDES DEBUG INFORMATION) FOR THIS CASE.
THE THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION FOR 3DPNS IS GIVEN IN VOLUME I.
THE USER ORIENTED DESCRIPTION IS GIVEN IN VOLUME II.




ALL VARIANTS OF THE CMC SYSTEM ARE BUILT UPON THE MACRO-
STRUCTURE ILLUSTRATED |N FIG, 1. THE MAIN EXECUTIVE ROUTINE
ALI.OCAIES CORE USING A VARIABLE DIMENSIONING SCHEME, BASED UPON
THE TOTAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM OF THE PROBLEM. THE SIZE OF THE
LARGEST PROBLEM THAT CAN BE SOLVED IS THUS LIMITED BY THE CORE
SIZE OF THE COMPUTER IN USE. THE PRECISE MIX BETWEEN NUMBER OF
DEPENDENT VARIABLES (AN[I PARAMETERS), AND FINENESS OF THE DIS-
CRETIZATION, IS USER-SPECIFIABLE AND WIDELY VARIABLE.
THE INPUT NODULE SERVES ITS STANDARD FUNCTION FOR ALL
DEPENPENT VARIABLE, PARAMETER AND GEOMETRIC COORDINATE ARRAYS.
THE DISCRETIZATION MODULE FORMS THE FINITE ELEMENT
DISCRETIZATION OF THE SOLUTION DOMAIN.
THE INITIALIZATION MODULE COMPUTES THE REMAINING INITIAL
PARAMETRIC DATA REQUIRED TO START THE SOLUTION,
THE INTEGRATION MODULE CONSTITUTES THE PRIMARY EXECUTION
SEOUENCE OF PROBLEM SOLUTION. IT IS BASED UPON AN IMPLICIT
INTEGRATION ALGORITHM FOR THE COLUMN VECTOR OF UNKNOWNS FOR
THE SOLUTION WHICH THE DISCRETIZED DESCRIPTION IS INITIAL VALUED.
CALLS TO AUXILIARY ROUTINES FOR PARAMETER EVALUATION, E.G.,
VICOSITY, STRESSESP PHIp PP, ETCo, AS SPECIFIED FUNCTIONS OF
DEPENDENT AND / OR INDEPENDENT VARIABLES ARE GOVERNED BY THE
INTEGRATION MODULE.
THE USER HAS CONSIDERABLE LATITUDE TO ADAPT 3DPNS COMQC
TO THE SPECIFICS OF THEIR PARTICULAR PROBLEM AT THIS POINT BY
DIRECTLY INSERTING USER WRITTEN SUBROUTINES INTO THE FLOW
STREAM TO COMPUTE SPECIAL FORMS OF THESE PARAMETERS.
THE OUTPUT MODULE IS SIMILARLY ADDRESSED FROM THE
INTEGRATION SEQUENCE AND SERVES ITS STANDARD FUNCTION
VIA A HIGHLY AUTOMATED ARRAY DISPLAY ALGORITHM.
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T)tE 3DPNS VARIANT OF CMC IS WRITTEN l'O BE READILY
EXECUTED ON ANY LARGE SCALE COMPUTER SUCH AS THE IBM 370p 3031,
CYBER-175t CYBER-203 OR UNIVAC 1108o IT IS PROGRAMMED IN
FORTRAN IV EXCLUSIVELY_ EXCEF'I FOR CERTAIN MACHINE-ItEPENDEN1
ROUTINESf E.G.P DATE, ADDRESS, ERROR HANDLING, ETC.
THE PROGRAM USES ABOUT lOOK WORDS OF" MEMORY FOR A LOLUTION
• ; REGION INVOLVING ABOUT 200 NODES AND ABOUT 12 DEGREES OF
FREEDOM PER NODE. OUTPUT CAN BE STORED ON DISCt TAPE OR PUNCHED
: CARDS FOR FUTURE RESTARTS.
CONSIDERABLE EFFORT HAS BEEN DEVOTED TO CONSTRUCTION OF
CMC/3DPNS IN A UNIFORM AND CONSISTENT MANNER.
:_ A COMPREHENSIVE SUBROUTINE SUBSTRUCTURE IS UTILIZED
_' TO ALLOW FUNCTIONAL PROCESSING IN A CONSISTENT AND READILY
:_ FOLLOWED SEOUENCE. INPUT FORMATS ARE CONSISTENT AND
FLEXIBLEt AND PROGRAM INPUT CONTROLS ARE STANDARDIZED,
CONSISTENT NOTATION OF VARIABLE NAMES IS EMPLOYED IN ALL
SUBROUTINES AND ONLY THREE MAJOR ARRAYS ARE MAINTAINED.
THE COMMON BLOCK / VARBLE / CONTAINS THE 'IARRAY" AND
THE 'RARRAY' VECTORS OF SCALARS. THE IARRAY CONTAINS A LIST
-" OF ALL THE INTEGER SCALARS USED IN COMMON THROUGHOUT THE
PROGRAM. THE RARRAY CONTAINS A LIST OF ALL THE REAL SCALARS
USED IN COMMON THROUGHOUT THE PROGRAM.
THE COMMON BLOCK / ARRAYS / CONTAINS THE "IZ" ARRAY.
THIS ARRAY CONTAINS ALL THE VARIABLE DIMENSIONED VECTORS,
MATRICES AND HOLLERITH DATA WHICH ARE USED BY THE PROGRAM.
THE SOURCE LISTING OF CMC/3DPNS IS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS
DOCUMENT DUE TO ITS EXCESSIVE LENGTH ( APPROX. 17000 CARDS ).
THE SUBROUTINES FOR THE 3DPNS VARIANT OF THE COMOC PROGRAM ARE
DESCRIBED IN THIS MANUAL.
............................. _o_ ....... _....
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'_i THE FOLLOMINO IS A LIST OF COHHON BLOCKS MHZCH ARE USED
TO STORE DATA MHICH NAY BE DESTROYED BY OVERLAY PROGRAMS,
• OR WHICH IS NEEDED ACROSS CERTAIN SUBROUTINES,
THE LENGTH OF THE COMHON BLOCKS ARE SHOMN IN PARENTHESIS.
/ARRAYS/ (SET IN MAIN)
/CONPPR/ (10) BDINPT_ BLOCK DATA, CONTESe DERVDX, INPLCT, INPSLV,
PPRESP PRSGRDp RNLDST, TCHECKt
/DERIV / (1OO) BCONDT_DERVBLP DFCFBL, DRVBUB_ INPLCT, INPSLV_
INDEX, PPRES, STCODE,
/DZSCRT/ (10) BLOCK DATA, DSCRTZ_
/IMPORT/ (20) BDINPT, LINK2, INPSLV,
/JADRES/ (30)
/NEMGOH/ (10) BLOCK DATA, NMGEOH,
/NPINTO/ (30)|
_! /OUTDUH/ (7S) BDZNPT, BLOCK DATA, REOUTP,
/PLOTFE/ (46) BDINPT, BLOCK DATA, FEPLOT,
/F'PRSET/ (41) DDINPT, LINK2_ GETPPR,
/PRODUN/ (50) PRSGRD,
/RDREND/ (1) BDIHPT, ADDDEL, DELELH, REDREL,
/STDHAT/ (30) BDINPT, _CONDTtDERVBLp FEDZNNp PPRESF STRF,
/WARBLE/ (1000)
DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL MORD INPUT (BDINPT), i
A CONTROL CARD MITH THE FOLLOMINO PARAHETERS IS READ IN -
PARAHETER FORHAT CARD COLS DESCRIPTION
_1 AS I - 8 CONTROL VARIABLE,
NHUL FREE AFTER B NI_ N2t o , ,t NN
NHUL IS R VECTOR N' LONG, IT CAN CONTAIN EITHER
INTEGER OR REAL VALUES°
FOR CLARITY OF READING THIS SECTIONt THE FOLLOMING
EOUZUALENCES MILL BE ASSURED IN SUBROUTINE BDINPT,
FI_ N1 = FHUL(1)_ NHUL(1)
F2_ N2 = FHIJL(2)_ NHUL(2)
F3t N3 = FHUL(3), NHUL(3)
F4t N4 = FHUL(4)_ NHUL(4)
FSt N5 = FHUL(5)P NHUL(5)
F6_ N6 = FHUL(6)t NHUL(6)
F7t N7 = FHUL(7)t NHUL(7)
FSt NS = FHUL(8)_ NHUL(S)
F9p N9 = FHUL(9)p NHUL(?)
IF KDUHP m 1 IN NAHE01_ THEN THE ENTZRE ZNPUT CARD IS PRINTED
IHHEDIATELY AFTER BEING READ FOLLOMED BY THE DATA THAT IS BEZNG
STORED ALONG MITH THE DATA'S ENTRY POSZTION IN THE ZZ ARRAY
(SEE IAINTG AND IAREAL)
THIS ROUTINE LOOKS FZRST FOR A HATCH OF V1 MZTH CERTAIN KEY MORDS





_ pESCRIPTION nF CONTROL WORD INF'UT (BDINPT)
THE KEY WORDS THAT k_C SCANNED ARE -
1. (BLANK) - RETURN TO SCAN ANOTHER CARD.
2, COMMENT - PRINT THIS CARD AS A COMMENT.
3. COMOC - PRINT THE CONOC TITLE PAGE TWO TINES.
4, CONTITLE - READ A TITLE CARD WHICH WILL APPEAR ON CONOC.
S, DESCRIPT N1 - CALL DSCRPT AND PROCESS ACCORDING TO N).
N1
BLANK - READ AND WRITE INFORMATION CARDS,
203 - READ TITLES FOR DEP. VAR. OUTPUT HEADING.
204 - READ DESCRIPTIVE TITLE FOR HEADING
' AT BEGINNING OF OUTPUT HEADER.
332 - READ TITLES FOR PARAMETERS PRINTED IN
, THE OUTPUT HEADER.
6. END - RETURN CONTROL TO MAIN PROGRAM.
7. EXIT - CALL EXIT.
8. FEDIMN - CALL DINENSIONALIZATION ROUTINE FEDIMN.
9. FENRNE - CALL FENANE TO SET DEFAULT SCALARS AND THEN
CALL NNELST TO READ IN NAME01 AND NAME02
NAMELISTS.
.... 10. ICOND - CALL ICOND TO PRINT INTEGER AND REAL SCALARS.
11. IARRAY NI, N2t N3, N4, ETC.
- SET IRRRRY(N1) = N2_ IRRRRY(N3) = N4, ETC.
: 12. INPUT N1 - SET INPUT UNIT TO N1.
13. KBNO N1 - ENTER FIXE_ NODES FOR DEP. VARIABLE N1
BY CALLING SUBROUTINE GETBND.
KBNO N1, 1 - ENTER FIXED NODES FOR DEP. VARIABLE b_l
BY CALLING SUBROUTINE GETBCD WHEN N2 .EQ. 1.
14. LINK1 N1 - CALL LINKI(N1)
15. LINK2 N1 - CALL LIHK2(N1)
16. LINK3 N1 - CALL LINK3(NIP U. Y) WHERE Ut Y HAVE MEANING.
WHEN N1 " 1°
17. LINK4 N1 - CALL LINK4(N1, K) WHERE K IS R DUMMY INTEGER.
• lS. LINKS N1 - CALL LINKS(N1)
19. NANELIST - CALL ENTRY 'NMELST' IN SUBROUTINE FENRME
TO READ IN NAME01 AND NAME02 NAMELISTS.
• 20. PLUS N1 N2 N3 • • • ETC.
R(N1) = R(N2) + R(N3) . ,  R(NN)
21. OKNINT - START THE INTEGRATION PROCESS.
22. RRRRAY N1 N2 • . • F1 . • . FN . . • NN
- R(N1) : R(N2) I . F1 _ _ FN : , I R(NN)
23, VYYEND N1 - DENOTES END OF INPUT FOR DEP. VAR. N1.
24. ZZZZZZ - CALL SUBROUTINE ZZZZZZ.
25. 2DBL - SET NM - 2.
26. 2DPNS - SET NH = _.
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DESCR/F'TZON OF- CONTROL WORD INF'UT
. L .... " j,
\ \ % % UECTO_ OF'ERA'IZ(IN5 - " _ \ \ \
THE FOLLOWING INDICES WILL F'REVAIL WHEN BUBSC_IF"T NO1ATION ZS USED,
IZ1 = ZZ(N2)  N6
' IZ2 = IZ(N3)  N7
1Z3 = IZ(N4)  N8
IZ4 = IZ(N3) + N4
IZ5 = IZ(N2) + N3
IZ6 = IZ(N4)  N5
IZ7 = ]Z(N6) + N7
IZ8 = ZZ(N;t)  N4
IZ9 = IZ(N3) + N5
R(N) = RARRAY(N)
I(N) = IARRAY(N)
COMMAND NAME 1S LOCATED IN COLUMNS 1 - 8 STARTING IN COL. 1.
I




1_ ABSVAL N1 N2 N3- SET RZ(IZ(N2)) = ABS(RZ(IZ(N3)), ] - 1_ N1
2, INDEXSET N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7
- DO FOR I = 1P N1
K = IZ(IZS) - 1
RZ(IZ6  D =RZ(IZ7+I)
3, INTEGER - ALLOWS NEW VALUES TO REAn INTO A SEQUENCE
OF LOCATIONS IN THE UINTGR, IZINTO ANI] IAINTG
VECTOR
4. MATSUM - CALL MATSUH ( RZ(IZ(N2))e RZ(IZ(N3))_ R(N4)_
RZ(IZ(NS))e N1 )
5, PDUMP N1 N2 N3 - CALL PDUHP (IZ(IZ(N2)), IZ(1Z(N3)), N1 )
6, READ N1 N2 N3 N4
IF ( N2 ,EQ, 0 ) N2 = NNODE
IF ( N2 .GT, 0 ) N2 = IARRAY(N2)
IF ( N4 ,EQ, 999 ) IZ4 = N3
READ ( N1 ) RZ(IZ4) , I = 1, N2
7. REAL - ALLOWS NEW VALUES TO READ IN A SEQUENCE
OF LOCATIONS IN THE VREALP IZREAL AND IZREAL
VECTORS.
8, REClP N1 N2 0 0 0 N6
CALL RECIP ( NI, RZ(IZl) )
9. RETRIE_E N1 N2 - CALL NBNDRY (lp IZ(N2)P IZ(IYY) ) WITH NP - N1
10, RESTOR N1 N2 - CALL RESTOR (Nlp IZ(N2)p IZ(IYY) )
11. SETVAL N1 N2 N3 N4 N5
- CALL SETVAL ( RZ(IZ1)p RZ(IZ2)p R(N4), R(NS), N1 )
P
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Of po0_ QUkL!I'Y.
•., _, ¢¢[ll;.I_l,l,II:"l ill]hi I)l" I;iIN'lt}l)l. klt)l_:)) IHF'I)'I
12, E;Qf_I Ill N_._ ,,, 14.) ,,, 141"1
I'_( NI ) F_( NL_) _'/_I_.XI"I4I
I_( N3 ) .* _ ( N4 ) *_E >;F'N'I
• 4 _ I'.'11;, I_Y I:'_1XR13, (I!UILN N||, (]1 E'NIRIti!';),
FOR t:d,I I)[l))I_IIII4EItlR I)r I::N'IF_;kLI_ THE'N
SIIF_'I Nl I_1_1 I_1;_ .- I.:_Z(;LIJ) :; I_.(I;t.',_)$t_EXPltlr Z :' :1._ N.t
WHEf<E' [XF'N'I '-" O,;i UNI..E,_;!J 't:'UI_tEI_ FI' I_;i'.ll_[It"I;_I_C|'.)'II!_,
'IHE StiR1 ChR[eJ 'IIII'N EXPNI • I'1,
13, UE.CHUL 141 N_.D N;& N4
t_Z(I2.1) _, RZ(1Z2) * R2(;_Z_)t_t_l'l:'l)kOEI;_
I,_I4EI<L fl't,lt4E.f" "; 1,O liR t'9_, El: F9 ,NI', O,O,
14. WRITE NI N2 N3 N4
It" ( N::_ .EU, 0 ) N2 :-" NNOIIE
IF ( l'12 ,l_r, 0 ) N:_ - IhRF_.IY(N2)
IF ( NZ, ,('TI, 0 .(4N)'I, Hi ,Ell. _') )
I:f_LL IJ|,I'Ill)EC ( N2_ I7..(]Z4)_ I:"lE. )
::" IF ( N3 ,L.'I, O ,f.)N_, N1 .Eli. 6 )
' I;hLL OU'INI)I) ( N2_ 121ZZ4)r P'IF )
;_ IF ( Nt ,EI_, 7 )
;-_ t_RI1E (7_9540) ((R2.(IZ4"tl"i),I==l,N_')
IF ( Nt ,NI'., 6 ,hN).'I, NI ,NE. 7 )
klRI'lE. (NI) ((R2.(I2'4"I'I"I)_I='I,N2)
....... ...... ............... _::......... ........ . ................... "............ _... _ .... L ........... .......... ...... ' ,, .
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•: DE_,CRIF'1ION OF IN'IEGEk tYPE INF'UT (l_[o!NF'l)
,i
THE FOLLOMINO COEHhNDS ARE UT1LIZEb TO LOCATE s'rORAOE RnlsF_ESSEI_
,._ FOR INTE_IER ARNAY DATA SF'ECIF]C_'IILiN, THE Cf-_RDS ARE LoIREC'ILY
"i FOLLOMED _Y INTEGER DA'IA CARDS 114 I:REE FURHAI". 1HE F_EAI) SCAN 15
' TERMINATED BY R 'T' OR YLANK CAklo.
': $ _ NOTE $ S $
:'I tK" DENOTES THE LOCATION ]'.14THE UECTOR 'UINTGR' MH].CH CONTAINS
:I THE COMMAND NAHES FOR INTEGER 'IYPE INF'U1,
:"lj ZZ(EZZNTG(K)) =. LOCATION 11',1THE 17. ARRAY AT WHICH 10 _l:'GIl'l
:_' STORING INTEGEr< ENTRIES.
l IARRAY(IAINTG(K)) '_ NUHBE'R OF ENTRIES STORED SIART1N6 AT
'l
,;I IZ( IZINTG(K ) ) •
t
J IF 141 .EO. _ _ ENTER LITERAL DATA, (SEE SUBROUTINE GET,NO)
° IF N1 oNE. le ENTER NUHERICAL I.IATA DIRECTLY.
EXANPLEt
" IOSAUE
1248 224B 3248 124"7 9248_ 5248 6248 7248 1
IOMULT
3_2 21 4_2_ 8_1 T
K COMMAND IZINTO IAINTG DESCRIPTION
NAME ( K ) ( K )
l! 7 IF'INT 5 31 SOLUTION SEOUENCE UEE:IOF¢.
12 LINKCALL 12L 125 LINK NOS. 1"0 BE CALLED AT ENI'I OF IMF'LCI".
14 IOMUI.T 123 67 OUIPU'I UhRIA_L.E HULTIF'LIER FROH RARRAY.
- 15 IOSAUE 124 60 VARIABLE LIST TO BE UISF'LAYED AT OUTPUT.
I" 16 CNTPTS 127 47 CONTOUR NODES T. _E USED 1N
"!; CONTES_ DFCF]_ , TR_I"HK_ MLFLXS_ ETC.
_ • NOTE _X _
UHEN CNTPTS AND CNTN]I5 AEI:. USED, IARRAY(47)
_i_" SHOULD I3E SET TO AT LEAST THE NU. OF ENTRIES
T 114 CNTPTS TO ALLOW FOR SlORAGE ALLOCATION.
,x 17 CNTNDS 128 128 NO. OF NODES IN Ee_CH CI3NTOUR LINE.
18 IBORD 38 131 COUNTER-CL.OCKMISE L_51" OF ]dOUNLIARY,
, 19 IPSIBD 14 67 DIAGONAL FLAG REUERSAL UECTOR.
21 IONUHIB 131 142 LIST OF ENIRIE5 IN RARRAY 1'0 _E
DISF'LAYE_ AT START UF EACH OUTPUI',
22 MPARA 135 /,,7 L1ST OF MULTIPLIERS IN RARRAY USED
.. "1'0 MULTIPLY IONUH_ ENTRIES.
28 ELEMENTS 26 67 READ IN ELEMENT NOI3E _ONNECTIONS.
$ = _ NOTE -
IAINTG(K) OR IAREAI.(K) =. 67 IHPLII"S PRESET L.ENGTH IS NUT CHANGED,
' ......................,
_!.





DESCRIPTION 0t- REAL. TYF'E INPUT (B[,INF'T)
THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS ARE UTILIZED TO LOCATE STORAGE ADDRESSES
FOR REAL ARRAY DATA SPECIFICATION. THE NAME CARDS ARE I=IRECTLY
FOLLOMED BY REAL DATA CARB_ IN FREE FORMAT, "HE REAr. BCAN I_;
TERMINATED BY A 'T' OR BLANK CARD.
$ $ $ NOTE $ $
'K' DENOTES THE LOCATION IN THE VECTOR 'VREAL' WHICH CONTAINS
THE COMMAND NAMES FOR REAL TYPE INPUT,
IZ(IZREAL(K)) = LSCATION IN THE IZ ARRAY AT WHICH TO BEGIN
STORING REAL ENTRIES,
IARRAY(IAREAL(K)) = NUMBER OF ENTRIES STORED SI'ARTING AT
IZ(IZREAL(K))_
THESE CONTROL CARDS CAN CONTAIN _ GROUP OF MULT_ ,.LRS i._,,<
THE ENTERED DATA,
THE MULTIPLIER ENTRIES CAN BE OF TH'._:L ]'IPE_=
1, +/- REAL NO,
2, @´ S_LECTSRARRAY(N) AS MULTIPLIER°
3. -N_ SELECTS RARRAY(N) AS DIVISOR°
DEPVAR 2 3 iO0,O -27
30_22_5 2_°7 35°3 10_50°0 T
MULTIPLIES EAcH UECTOR ENTRY OF DEP. VARo #2 BY
100.0 t RARRAY(3) / RARRAY(27)
.:o..,.,
_l NAME L (_K) 1 (K) L
I _ VU2POS _ 63 _ 177 IX STATION FOR VARIABLE GRID CHANGE
2 I UU2VAL I 64 [ 67 I IN TRANSVERSE DIRECTION.SCALE F CTOR FOR GRID CHANGE
IN TRANSVERSE DIRECTION.
3 t VU3POS I 65 I 178 IX STATION FOR VARIABLE GRIll CHANOE
I IN NORMAL DIRECTION,
4 t VU3VAL I 66 I 67 _ SCALE FACTOR FOR VARIABLE GRID CHANGE
IN NORMAl. DIRECTION°
I I 1 1 DEFAULT = 1.0 / ALCB9 16 AT NODE POINTS., vxlco, Xl-COORDZ.*T S
101 VX2COR I 90 i 16 I X2-COORDINATES AT NODE POINTS,
4 u
.................. ,, ..... nnnnnnnl-T. A14
_JVUVVVV- --v" "---
OF VO&__b;_Lli'_
pESCRIPTION OF REAL TYPE INPUT
IO..N; I;.;E;LT"DESC;F';ZO......
I "__"E.t OK) i_.,:) Z
161 UPRESS I 91 I 67 IPRESSURE UALUES AT NODE POINTS°
t DEFAULT = PINF
18_ UYY I 72 I 67 IDEPENDENT UAR, DIST. AT NODE POINTS.
23 USUTHLD 133 67 STLDVRt STLDTRt STLDCRp STLDEXp STLCON
f f I I ENTRIES FOR SUTHERLRNDS LAM.
• DEF° °1163E-4_ 494,0, 204,0p 1°5, 0,0
251 VX3ST I 139 I 161 IDOUNSTREAHISDEFINEDoSTATIONS AT dHICH PRESSURE
26 VPUSX , 140 , 67 IDOMNSTREAM PRESSURES AT VX3ST°
I I DEFAULT = XNUlNF
0 67 IRARRAY (NX) = AHULT, MHERE
29t RRRRAY ! I 'AMULT = COMBINA':ION OF REHATPIING ENTRIES°
331 DEPUAR _ NN I 67 IDEPENDENT UAR. DIST. AT NODE POINTS.INN IS DETERMINED BY DEP. VAR. N1.
I I INN = ZYY * (NP-1) * NYY NODE
I ' MHERE NP IS THE LOCATION OF N1 IN
I I 1 THE IPINT UECTOR°I I THE AMULT MULTIPLIER FOR THIS CASE CONSISTS







THE FOLLOWING PAGES CONTAIN A I_RIEF DESCRIPTION OF
THE SUBROUTINES IN THE COMOC COMPUTER PROGRAM.
D o a=,
NAMES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE CALLING ROUTINES.
IF NO NAME IS ENTERE[o THEN SEUERAL ROUTINES PLACE CAt.L,
OF PUCa(,_QUALI'nt'
_ONTROL ROUTINES
THIS IS THE MAIN CONTROL PROGRAM WHICH INITIALIZES THE RARRAY,
IARRAY AND THE IZ ARRAYS TO ZERO.
TO CHANGE THE VARIABLE S01RAGE CAPACITY OF THE IZ ARRAY, RESET
THE DIMENSION OF 'IZ' AND, ACCORDINGLY, THE UALUF OF 'I_SIZE'.
AFTER INITIALIZATION THE CONTROL ROUTINE BDINPI IS CALLED.
" BDINPT (MAIN)
THIS IS THE CONTROL ROUTINE WHICH INITIALIZES UECTORS AND
CONTROLS THE FLOW OF THE PROGRAM ACCORDINg TO USER INPUT.
( SEE TABLE 1 FOR INPUT DESCRIPTION. )
;" LINK1 SUB. LINK1 (KK)
•_ PLACE CALLS TO THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES




_r 5 • PRSGRD
7 • BCONDT
:!
_ SUB. LINK2 (KK)
-" PLACE CALLS TO THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES






...., 6. TRANSFER TO FEOUTP PORTION OF REOUTP.












LINK3 SLIB. LINk3 ( K_, U_ Y )
PLACE CALLS TO THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES





LINK4 SUB. LINK4 ( KK, NN )
PLACE CALLS TO THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES
ACCORDING TO THE VALUE OF KK:
2. INPLCT
9. POTENT
LINK5 SUB. LINK5 ( K_ )
PLACE CALLS TO THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES
ACCORDING TO THE VALUE OF KK:
1. NMGEOH








BOOLEAN ASSEMBLY OF ELEMENT MATRIX INTO GLOBAL MATRIX.
AVRG SUB. _VRG ( INto. ARRp NUMB )
COMPUTE THE ARITHMETIC AVERAGE OF "NUMB' ENTRIES
IN THE ARRAY "ARR' INDEXED BY THE ENTRIES OF 'ZND'.
F_P (NODPCP)
CUBIC SPLINE FIT FOR A MONOTONICALLY INCREASING FUNCTION.
, (ULFLXS
i THREE POINT INTEGRATION FORMULA FOR COMPUTING DUDY,
LOC (MPRD)i %
; C--'OMPUTEVECTOR SUBSCRIPT FOR AN ELEMENT IN A MATRIX OF
'SPECIFIED STORAGE MODE.
.LOCATE SUB. LOCATE ( NA, NN, M, N )
FIND THE LOCATION OF "H' IN THE ARRAY 'NR' AND STORE IT IN 'N'. f
LOOK SUB. LOOK ( MP TIN, CIN_ TFIN, COUT )
. FIND 'TFIN" IN "TIN' VECTOR. PERFORM LINEAR INTERPOLATION
= OF 'TIN', 'CIN' AND PLACE IN "COUT'.
.LOOKAU (NMGEON) SUB. LOOKRU ( M, TIN, CINe TFIN, COUT, OSNEL )
SIMILAR TO 'LOOK' EXCEPT THAT TRANSITION POINTS ARE RELAXED
BY SCALAR 'RELAX" TO PROVIDE "SMOOTH" TRANSITION OF GEOMETRY. :




NN = N $ INCLFT
DO 200 I " 1, NN, ZNCLFT
A(I) - B(I)  COEF$ C(KRINC) I
KRINC - KRINC  INCRGTI,
200 CONTINUE
INCLFT " 0







SUB. NINMAX (XN, XM, ILIM, NAR, IMN, IMX )
COMPUTE THE MINIMUM 'IN' AND MAXIMUM 'XM' ENTRIES IN AN ARRAY
'MAR' AT LOCATIONS 'IMN' AND 'IMX" IN THE ARRAY.
N£_.._._.(ELEM) SUB. NNMX ( NN, INA, MN, NX, LOW, LHI )
FROM AN INTEGER VECTOR INA CONTAINING NN ENTRIES,
STORE THE FOLLOWINO!
LOW - POSITION IN 'INA" OF MINIMUM.
LHI - POSITION IN 'INA' OF MAXIMUM.
MN - MINIMUM VALUE IN 'INA'.
MX - MAXIMUM VALUE IN 'INA"
MPRD (GEOMFL)
--_TIPLY TWO MATRICES AND STORE IN RESULTANT MATRIX.
C=ASB
_BNDRY (LINK3(1))
THE VALUE OF 'NBSET" DETERMINES THE OPERATION OF THIS ROUTINE,
NBSET = 1, STORE THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE INTO 'YY' VECTOR.
NBSET = O, STORE THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE FROM "YY' VECTOR.
NODFIX (BDINPT,DFCFBL) SUB. NODFIX ( IB, INFIX )
COMPUTE FIXED NODES AS A FUNCTION OF INPUT IN BDINPT.
IN DFCFBL, COMPUTE FIXED NODES FOR TKE - DISSo AS FCT. OF YPLUS.
ORDER (COLS,ROMS,XYSCAL)
O'-'6"I_'_]_R3 ARRAYS ACCORDING TO THEIR Xl AND X2 COORDINATES.
THE THIRD ARRAY WILL CONTAIN THEIR ARRAY LOCATIONS.
RF0_ SUB. RECIP ( NN, A )
NON-ZERO ENTRIES IN 'A', STORE 1.0/A BACK INTO 'A'.
RESET SUB. RESET ( NN, A, U )
R'-'R"E'_T 'NN" ENTRIES OF ARRAY 'A' TO THE VALUE 'V'.
RESETI SUB. RESETI ( NN, NVEC, NVAL )
RESET 'NN ° ENTRIES OF ARRAY "NVEC' TO THE VALUE 'NVAL'.
RESTOR SUB. RESTOR ( NN, A_ YY )
SETS-DEP. VARIABLE "NN' IF SOME ENTRIES ARE CHANGED
WITHOUT INTEGRATION OR ITERATION.
NI = FCT(NN)
YY(NI+I) = A(I) FOR I = 1, NNODE
DENERAL PURPOSE ROUTINES
_,- i i | i
_ETRZS SUB SETRZS ( IOUT, IN, C, D, N )
COMPUTE RZ(IO__'I-1) = C _ RZ(IN dFOR I = 1, N




NN = N _ INCLFT
DO 200 I = 1_ NN, INCLFT
A(I) = C I B(KRINC) + D




VARMAX (FEDIMN_FEPLOT) SUB. VARMAX ( NKt UARp XNAX )
FOR ÈÔŒ FINDMAXIMUM VALUE IN VECTOR 'UAR' AND STORE IN 'XMAX'
FOR -NK_ FIND MINIMUM VALUE IN VECTOR "UAR' AND STORE IN "XMAX'.
SUB. VECMUL ( NF'T_ C, A, B )
FOR I = It NPT, STORE:
C(I) = A(I) _ 8(I)
_,_ ............_........._ ....;¢ ........¢_. ,,......_ ........_ ..........................__ _ ,






ADD OR DELETE ENTRXES IN AN INTEGER ARRAY DEPENDING ON THE
VALUE OF 'KTYP'.
KTYP = It DELETE
KTYP = 2p ADD
BNDSE T (GETBCDtOETBND)
DETERMINE NODES TO BE INSERTED INTO BOUNDARY ARRAY.
_" _A) (BDINPT) SUB, DESCRP(KA)
FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF KAP PRINT THE FOLLOWING.
0,1 READ/WRITE PROBLEM DESCRIPTION.
3 READ/WRITE IARRAY ENTRY AND DESCRIPTION (IOA4,I10,5A4)_
RARRAY ENTRY AND DESCRIPTION (lOA4,IlO_SA4).
203 READ TITLE FOR OUTPUT STATION HEADING.
204 READ TITLE FOR "COHOC" COVER PAGE.
GETBCD (BDZNPT)
INPUT IS SIMILAR TO GETBND EXCEPT THAT THERE IS ONLY
ONE BLOCK PER CARD.
KEYMORD FORMAT BLOCK COLS. DESCRIPTION
i , j m m | i |
(SAME) AS 1 - 8 SAME DEF. AS IN GETBND.
KEYWORD FORMAT BLOCK COLS. DESCRIPTION
KODE1 FREE AFTER 8 SAME AS KODE1 IN OETBND.
KODE2 FREE AFTER KODE1 SAME AS KODE2 IN GETBND.
KODE3 FREE AFTER KODE2 SAME AS KODE3 IN OETBND.
A1 FREE AFTER KODE3 VALUE OF A1 FOR THIS BOUNDARY.
HA1 FREE AFTER A1 RARRAY MULT. FOR A1.
A3 FREE AFTER HA1 VALUE FOR A3 BOUNDARY CONDITION,
HA3 FREE AFTER A3 RARRAY MULT. FOR A3,
+MA1 = MULTIPLY BY RARRAY(MA1)
-MA1 = DIVIDE BY RARRAY(HA1)






INPUT ROUTINES OF POO_'_QUALITY
_ll
GETBND (BDINPT)
-ESTABLISHES THE BOUNDARY NODE VECTOR FOR EACH DEF'. VAR. USING
EITHER THE WORD 'ADD' OR SIMPLE GEOMETRY OF THE PROBLEM
WITH THE FOLLOWING KEYWORDS AND CODES -
EACH CARD IS DIVIDED INTO FOUR IDENTICAL
BLOCKS OF 20 COLUMNS EACH.
ALL BLOCKS ARE OF THE SAME FROHAT SO THAT A
DESCRIPTION OF ONE BLOCK ONLY WILL BE GIVEN.
THE BLOCKS START IN COL. tp 21t 41 AND 61.
KEYWORD FORMAT IBLOCK COLS. DESCRIPTIONi ,mL
TOP AS I - 8 ACROSS TOP FROM LEFT TO RIGHT.
-TOP A8 I - 8 ACROSS TOP FROM RIGHT TO LEFT.
BOTTOM A8 I - 8 ACROSS BOTTOM FROM LEFT TO RIGHT.
-BOTTOM A8 1 - 8 ACRGSS BOTTOM FROM RIGHT TO LEFT.
RIGHT A8 1 - 8 UP RIGHT HAND SIDE.
-RIGHT AS I - 8 DOWN RIGHT HAND SIDE.
LEFT A8 1 - 8 UP LEFT HAND SIDE.
-LEFT A8 1 - 8 DOWN LEFT HAND SIDE.
(BLANK) AS t - 8 IGNORE BLOCK.
ADD A8 1 - 8 CALL ADDDEL TO INSERT ENTRIES.
IGNORE BLOCK COLS. 9 - 20.
DELETE A8 1 - 8 CALL ADDDEL TO DELETE ENTRIES.
IGNORE BLOCK COLS. 9 - 20.
DONE A8 1 - 8 LEAVE ROUTINE.
i
FOR THE FOLLOWING KEYWORDS, THE THREE CODES (WE'LL CALL THEM
KODEI_ KODE2 AND KODE3 FOR CONVENIENCE) WILL DETERMINE WHICH
NODES WILL BE SELECTED.
KEYWORD FORMAT BLOCK COLS. DESCRIPTION
i j
KODE1 I4 9 - 12 ROW OR COLUMN DISPLACEMENT FROM
EDGE BEINO DESCRIBED (D_F. = 0).
KODE2 I4 13 - 16 POS. IN LINE TO START (_EF. = FIRST)
KODE3 i.X4 17 - 20 POS. IN LINE TO END (DEF. = LAST)i _ | i j.
' ._J_R (BDINPTPDSCRTZ,READV_ SUB. READER ( L1, Fle KNTR )
WHEN DATA CARD IS REA_, 3TORE
1. INTEGERS IN 'LI' VECTOR





" DISTRIBUTE Ul PROFILE OVER DOMAIN ACCOR NO TO BRADSHAW DATA.
CASE NO, 1400 FROM 1967 STANFGRb PKOCEEDINGS,
-!
,CPINIT (DIMEN)
COMPUTE CPINF AT TSINF.
.DIHEN (LINK3(4))
COMPUTE NGN-DIRENSIONALIZING FACTORS USED IN PROGRAM.
_EDIHN (BDINPT)
SET UP DIMENSIONS OF VARIABLE LENGTH ARRAYS USED IN THE SYSTEM, 1
IF 'KDUHP' = 1, PRINT LOCATION OF ENTRY POINTS IN 'IZ' ARRAY,
,1
,FENAHE (BDINPT)
THIS ROUTINE CONTAINS A LIST OF ALL EQUIVALENCED VARIABLES
IN THE IARRAY AND RARRAY VECTORS,
HOST DEFAULT VALUES ARE ALSO SET IN THIS ROUTINE.
CALL NHELST TO READ IN NAME01 AND NAME02 NAHELISTS,
t
FINDBE (BDINPT)
DETERMINE A SERIES OF BOUNDARY ELEMENTS AS A FUNCTION OF
INPUTING BOUNDARY NODES IN COUNTER-CLOCKWISE ORDER.
ON FIRST PASS, IF IBORD IS READ, FIND BORDER ELEMENTS
AND REORDER NODES SO THAT FIRST TWO ARE ON THE BOUNDARY.
J_, (GEOHFL)
COMPUTE ENTRIES FOR 0112 AND 0113 MATRICES.
_EOHFL (LINK1(3))
GENERATE THE UNIQUE ELEMENT MATRICES AND VECTORS.
SET UP THICKNESS VECTOR ITK.
GENERATE LENGTH S THICKNESS ARRAY IXlP2.
GENERATE AREA S THICKNESS ARRAY IAREA,
GENERATE 0112 MATRIX,
GENERATE 0113 MATRIX,
IF KODG .GT, Ot PRINT ELEMENT NO,_ NODES OF ELEMENT AND
COORDINATES OF NODES FOR ELEMENTS FROM 'IBOT' TO 'ITOP'.
AFTER THE ELEMENT LOOP IS COMPLETED_ PRINT THE VECTORS AND
MATRICES THAT WERE GENERATED IN THE ELEMENT LOOP,
_ETALC (XYCRDH)
COMPUTE 'ALC' AS THE SHORTEST SIDE OF ALL THE ELEMENTS,





SET UP BASE LOCATIONS FOR VARIABLES TO BE USED IN SOLUTION,
SET BASE ADDRESSES FOR ELEMENT HATRICEX AND VECTORS
USED IN 'DERVBL' ELEHENT ASSEHBLY LOOP,
JNCINF' (TBLINP)
DISTRIBUTE Ulp TKE AND DISS, OVER JUNCTURE REGION DOHAIN,
NHELST (ENTRY POINT IN FENAHE)
READ NAHELISTS 'NAHE01' AND 'NAHE02' MITHOUT AFFECTING
SCALARS IN FENAHE THAT HAY HAVE BEEN CHANGED SINCE
CALL TO FENAHE,
NODPCP (BDINPT)
PLACE PC BOUNDARY DATA ALONG DONAIN BOUNDARY,







COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF COLUMNSt 'LCOLep IN THE OUTPUT _ISF'LAY
AND SET UP THE FOLLOWING ARRAYt
INCOL(J) - NO, OF NODES IN COLUPN J,
DELADD (ADDDEL)
AI_[I ENTRIES TO AN INIEGER ARRAY 'NSIDF' AT A TIME,
PELELM (DELNOD)
DELETE ENTRIES IN AN INTEGER ARRAY 'NSZDE' AT A TIME.
_(DSCRTZ)
DELETE NODES THAT ARE NOT CONNECTED TO ANY ELEMENTS,
DELNOD (ADDDEL)
3ET UP CALL TO DELELM AND SUPPRESS ZERO ENTRIES IN A VECTOR,
_SCRTZ (LINK2(14))
SET UP SOLUTION DOMAIN DISCRETIZATION,
SET UP SCALE FACTORSt GENERATE NODES AND EL.EMENTSt COMPUTE ROW
AND COLUMN KEYS FOR SOLUTION AND PRINTOUTp AND SCALE INPUT
COORDINATES BY REFL,
THE FOLLOWING KEYWORDS ARE USED TO TRANSFER FLOW -
TYPE I - THIS TYPE OF INPUT IS FOR RECTANGULAR GEOMETRY.
KEYWORD FORMAT COLS, DESCRIr'TION
VX2SCL A8 1-8 READ THE FOLLOWING IN FREE FORMAT
XO - START OF X2 GEOMETRY,
NDIVt - NO. OF DIVISIONS IN FIRST
INTERVAL.
X2 - X2 POS, AT END OF INTERVAL,
PR1 - PROGRESSION RATIO FOR SPACING,
NDIV2 - NO, OF DIV, IN 2ND INTERVAL,
X2 - X2 POS, AT END OF 2ND INT,
PR2 - PROG, RATIO FOR SPACING,
• , . CONTINUE WITH NDIV3 X3 PR3P
UNTIL A SCAN DELIMITER 'T' OR A BLANK
CARD IS ENCOUNTERED,
VXISCL AS 1-8 SAME AS VX2SCL BUT FOR DIRECTION 2,
I 22
O000000]-TSB]2
_!' GRID DISCRETIZRTION ROUTINES
,i
'1 DSCRTZ CONT. TYPE I INPUT.
_--" RB 1-S
_N1 FREE AFTER COL. B ON NDECRD CARD.I tFOR N1EO -lp R RECTANGULAR GRID IS FORMED .
FROM THE UXISCL AND UX2SCL INPUT.
i FOR N1NE -lp READ IN RECTANGULAR NESHES_ ,
' 4 PER CARD IN FREE FORMAT. ,
, TERMINATE READ WITH A BLANK CARD. '
i NRLP NRU, NCLP NCU
NRL - LOWER ROW NUMBFR
, NRU - UPPER ROW NUMBER. '
' NCL - LOWER COLUMN NUMBER.
i NCU - UPPER COLUMN NUMBER.
i : E. O.: 3 BP 1 6
' PRODUCES A MESH OF NODES FROM ROW 3
li ' THRU ROW 8 AND FROM COLUMNS 1 THRU 6WITH SCALE FACTORS GENERATED.. ACCORDING TO THE PR(I)'So
I:
:_. ELEN RB 1-8 GENERATE ELEMENTS FROM
i, ' RECTANGULAR MESH.
"-_; N1 FREE AFTER COL. B
; ON 'ELEM" CARD +1 = ADD ELEMENTS IN ELEM.
_... N2 FREE AFTER N1 -1 = DELETE ELEMENTS IN ELENo
N3 FREE rAFTER N2 TURN DIAGONALS BELOW ROW N3°
_-_ N4 FREE AFTER N3 TURN DIAGONALS RIGHT OF COL. N4. J
DONE AS 1-B SCALE XICOR BY XSCALE
.............. SCALE X2COR BY YSCALE AND RETURN.
_ , _ NOTE $ * * UXISCL IS OPTIONAL FOR 1D ELEMENTS.
, E.G. _REATE A GRID 41 ROWS BY 25,,COLUMNS
LINK2 14 T CALL DSCRTZ
VXISCL
0.0_ 12 1.0 1.25, 12 2.00.B T
....• - UX2SCL
0.0, 20 2.0 1.1, 20 5.0 1.0 T
NDECRD




_ . ,_ .... ::._,., ..... _.
UUUUUUU/-/OD/0
OF WJt.i;,-t ()IJ/:iI_iTY
_R![!_ pxScretlzAtIOn rouTINeS .
Dscrtz cont. tYPE zx
THI_ TYPE OF INPUT 15 TO DE USED FOR
NON-REI;TANGI.ILhR GEOMETRIES.
KEYWORD FORMAT COLS, nESCRIF'TION
I STYPE A8 1-8 NO. OF sTI][_ / BUF'ER ELEMENT.
I
SELCN A8 1-B NODE CONNECTIONS FOR SUPER ELEMEN1S,
EIGHT (8) / SET.
' N1P N2t N3t N4_ NS_ N6t NT_ N_
' N1 AND N2 DETERMINE DIRECTION 1,
( N2 AND N3 DETERMINE DIRECTION 2.
N7 = N8 = 0 FOR TIANGLES.
NETA AS 1-8 READ NO* OF DIVISIONS IN DIR. 1
OF SUPER ELEMENTS.
NEPS A8 1-8 READ NO. OF DIVISIONS IN DIR. ?
OF SUPER ELEMENTS.
DEPVAR A8 1-8 DATA INPUT ON SUPER NODE SEOUENCEP
DEP, VAR. LIST NUAR OF THESE ARE TO BE ENTERED.
FREE AFTER COL. 8 LIST OF DEP. VARIABLES
TO BE ENTERED.
SET STARTS WITH B?_ 90 FOR ETAp EPSP
COORDINATES_ AFTER THAT (IF' MORE)
..... L ..... THE ORDE__RIS UNIMPORTANT....... - i
A CHECK IS MADE TO SEE IF NSNODE _ NVAR EOUALS THE
NUHBER OF ENTRIES IN THIS SET, IF THEY ARE NOT_
THE DATA IS PRINTED OUT AND EXIT IS CALLED.




GRIp DISCRETIZATI.ON ROUTINES .
DSCRTZ CONT. TYPE II CONT.
E. O.
READ THE FOLLOMING IN NAMELIST 'NAME_I'
NIZS = 250t NSNODE = 19e NSELEM = 2t NUAR = 3_ NODES = 600p JPR = 1_
ADD THE FOLLOMING CARDS AFTER 'FEDIMN' AND 'IPINT" INPUT DATA.
LINK4 9 T CALL POTENT 10 SET UP STORAGE FOR DISCRETIZER.
PSIBD
1 -2 T SUPER ELEMENT 2 HAS DIAGONALS OPPOSITE OF 1.
LINK2 14 T CALL DSCRTZ TO READ IN SUPER ELEMENT DATA.
NETA
20 20 T 20 ELEMENTS ALONG ETA SIDE OF S.E. 1 AND 2.
NEPS
12 12 T 12 ELEMENTS ALONG EPS SIDE OF S.E. 1 AND 2.
STYPE
4 4 T S. E. 1 AND 2 ARE BOTH OUADRILATERALS.
SELCN
9 10 3 I 12 13 19 2_
1 3 14 15 19 16 17 18 T 1ST 8 ARE S.E. I CONNECTIONSF ETC.
DEPUAR 289 290 1248 T TRANS. COORD.p NORMAL COORD._ Ul UEL.
O.O 0.9 0.02 5_0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 1.2 0.9 .02 0.0 1.101 1.2
1.101 1.2
0,0 0.0 .02 510.0 0.0 ,02 350.0 2_0.1 450,0P
2_0.0 .758 6_0.0 .783 3_0.0 .783 0.0








GENERATE ELEHENTS AS A FUNCTION OF NODE COORDINATE INPUT,
USED PRIHARILY FOR A RECTANGULAR DOHAIN+
_DECRD (DSCRTZ)
GENERATE NODE COORDINATES FROH SUPER ELEHENT INPUT DATA,
NODELH (LINKt(2))
SET UP THE ARRAYS 'IELS' AND "IELEH' TO STORE THE NUHBER OF
ELEHENTS PER NODE AND A LIST OF ELEHENTS CONNECTED TO EACH NODE,
ALSO "AVTHK' AND "AVAREA'+
RA_ (DSCRTZ)
COHPUTE NODES USING PROGRESSION RATIO AND END POINTS,
_EORDR (FZNDBE)
REORDER THE NODES OF AN ELEHENT SO THAT THE FIRST TWO WILL BE
BOUNDARY NODE SPECIFICATION IN THE 'IBORD' VECTOR MUST BE
COUNTER-CLOCKWISE,
.B.O.._.(DSCRTZ)
COHPUTE THE NUHBER OF ROWSt 'KROM'_ IN THE OUTPUT DISPLAY
AND SET UP THE FOLLOWING ARRAYSt
INROM(Z) - NO, OF NODES ZN ROW Z.
INDRW(Z) - COLUMN NUHBERS OF NODES IN RGU Z.
INDEX(J) - ROW NUHBERS OF NODES IN COLUHN J.
NOCOL(Z) - STARTING COLUHN NO, FOR ROW Z,
YSC_(DSCRTZ)
COHPRESS A VECTOR OF NUHBERS 'XI' BY SCALE FACT 'SCFT',
FIND 'XYD = HAX(Xl) - HZN(Xl) _ SCFT'
IF TWO ADJACENT POINTS OF ARRAY "XI' ARE WITHIN 'XYD' OF EACH
OTHERp SET THE UPPER VALUE EQUAL TO THE LOWER VALUE.
Oi: POO__, _/d/a.ll_,
TYPE II GRID DISCRETIZATION ROUTINES
REFINED DISCRETIZATION ROUTINES. (NON-RECTANGULAR GRID)
(REFINE)
GENERATE BOUNDARY CONDITION VECTOR FROM
SUPER ELEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS,
CARRAY (REFINE)
SET UP SUPER ELEMENT COORDINATE ARRAY,
(REFINE)
GENERATES REFINED GRID FINITE ELEMENT CONNECTION DATA.
EXTRCT (REFINE)
EXTRACTS REFINED GRID FINITE ELEMENT DATA FROH REFINED NODAL DATA.
_O (BND)
' SAME AS EXTRCT BUT FOR BOUNDARY FINITE ELEMENTS.
::" _ (DSCRTZ,POTENT)
GENERATE GRID MESH FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF INPUT.
(LINK4(9))
'_ SETS UP TEMPORARY STORAGE LOCATIONS IN IZ ARRAY FOR
GRID GENERATION,
QUADR (REFINE)
PERFORMS BI-QUADRATIC TRANSFORMATION OF QUADRILATERAL
SUBREGION DATA AND GENERATES REFINED GRID DATA.
IF KDUMP .EO. 1, PRINT PRATIOS AND RSCALES.
REFINE (MESH)i| i
PERFORMS GRID REFINEMENT OVER TWO-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTION DOMAIN.
" _ (REFINE)
RENUMBERS THE SUBREGION GENERATED BOUNDARY GRIDPOINTS,
SELINK (REFINE)
FO_ SUBREGION CONNECTION TABLE.
_._ (REFINE)
PERFORMS SUBREGION ELEMENT TO SUBREGION NODE DATA TRANSFER.
TR_ (REFINE)
PERFORMS QUADRATIC TRANSFORMATION OF TRIANGULAR SUBREGION DATA
AND GENERATES REFINED GRID DATA. _
,Z_(REFINE) i
TRANSFORMS SUBREGION COORDINATES TO RECTANGULAR CARTESIAN. t
, 4
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DUMMY ROUTINE FOR THE PRESENT.
_LSPRN (SCHPRN)
PLACES CALLS TO PPRES AND STRF TO GENERATE PHI AND PP.
._ (LINK2(4))
RUNNING SMOOTH CONTINUITY EOUATION SOLVER TO COMPUTE U2 UP
COLUMNS OF NODES AFTER VSTART HAS BEEN REACHED.
IF IWRIT .GTo O, PRINT DEBUG INFORMATION AT PRINT POINT.
DERVBL (LINK1(8))
FORM THE DERIVATIVE OF THE ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EGUATION FIRST
ON Ul-VELOCITY (GLOBAL CONTINUITY) AND OTHER DEPENDENT
VARIABLES INCLUDING TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY, DISSIPATION FUNCTION,
LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL MOMENTUM, IF DESIRED.
IF KOD5 .GT. O, PRINT DEBUG INFORMATION AT PRINT POINT
FOR ELEMENTS CONTAINING NODES 'IBOT' AND 'ITOP'.
_F.,'V_(CONTES)
3-POINT FORWARD DIFF. FORMULA TO COMPUTE DERIVATIVE
IN DOWNSTREAM DIRECTION.
,DFCFBL (LINK2(2))
COMPUTE TURBULENT VISCOSITIES FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLES FROM
1. TKE - DISSIPATION EOUATIONS OR
2. MIXING LENGTH THEORY, OR
3. COMBINATION OF BOTH TKE - DISS. AND MLT.
IF IWRIT .GT. O, PRINT DEBUG INFORMATION AT PRINT POINT.
DFCFNS (LINK2(1))
COMPUTE LAMINAR VISCOSITY ACCORDING TO TEMP. AT NODES
USING SUTHERLAND'S LAW.
DRHOBL (LINK2(9))
_IF IBAS m 0 IN NAME01
COMPUTES THE TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY USING A SIMPLIFIED
ENERGY EQUATION. ISOENERBETIC MIXING FLOW WITH 2 SPECIES.
_=.T._(DFCFBL_TRBTHK)





COHPUTE PRESSURE GRADIENT FROH THREE POINT INT. SCHEHE USING
INVISCID PRESSURES.
IF IDIFRT .GT. O_ PRINT DEBUG !NFORHATION AT PRINT POINT.
JNCPPR (NODPPR)
GENERATE PRESSURE AND PRESSURE GRADIENT VECTORS FROH TABLE DATA.
NODPPR (IHPLCT)
SET HULTIPLIERS FOR PP RHS TERH 2.
CALL DPSISG TO DETERHINE IF THIS IS R DATA PRINT/PUNCH POINT.
CALL JNCPPR TO CONPUTE PRESS. AND PRESSURE GRADIANT FOR NEXT STEP.
NWGEON (LINKS(I))
-_[]'rE H21_ 622_ G23, FI AND F2 FOR NORHAL DIRECTIONt
H31P H32p H33_ G1 AND G2 FOR CROSS DIRECTION




COHPUTE GRADIENT PHI CONTRIBUTION TO U2_ U3 HOHENTUH EONS.
IF KOD& .GT. O, PRINT DEBUG INFORNATION AT PRINT POINT
FOR ELEHENTS CONTAINING NODES 'IBOT" AND 'ITOP'.
PRSGRD (LINKI(5))
COHPUTE AXIAL PRESSURE GRADIENT.
IF IDIFRT .GT. O_ PRINT DEBUG INFORHATION AT PRINT POINT.
QKNINT (BDINPT)
INTEGRATION CONTROL ROUTINE TO TRANSFER CALL TO OUTPUT
PACKAGE AT PRINT STATIONS.
RNLDST (BLSPRN)
COHPUTE REYNOLD STRESSES FRON TKE, DISS. FUNCTIONS.
IF KDUHP .EG. 1 .AND. KOUNT .LE. 2t PRINT DEBUG ZNFORHATION.
'SCHPRN (LINKS(5)_IHPSLVtZZZZZZ)
USURELY R USER PROVIDED SUBROUTINE TO CONTROL FLOM OF PROGRAM
AT THE END OF EACH ITERATION.
SETDIF (LINKS(6)pIHPSLV)
COHF_TE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY FOR DEP. UAR. USING DFCFNS _ DFCFBL.




[: OF POOR QUALITY
.; ZNTEGRAT ION ROUTINES
SOLVER ¢IHPLGTpQKNINT)
CONTROL ROUTINE TO DETERHINE WHICH INTEGRATION SCHEME TO USE.
:i TAU_._...M(WLFLXS)i COMPUTE SKIN FRICTION USING PATANKER AND SPALDING
! _ OR LUBWIEG - TILLHAN.
i IF IDIFRT .GT. O, PRINT DEBUG INFORMATION AT PRINT POINT._CHECK (DERVDX,GETPPR) SUB. TCHECK ( TL, KODE )CHECK FOR ENOUGH POINTS TO COMPUTE THREE POINT INTEGRATION.
i] TRAPIN (PRSGRD, TRBTHK," TRAPEZOIDAL INTEGRATION,
1 TRBTHK (IMF'SLU)
COHPUTE AND PRINT INTEGRAL PARAMETERS DELTA-_ AND THETA.
i ! WLFLXS (LINK2(3))
- COMPOTE THE SKIN FRICTION DISTRIBUTION AND HEAT TRANSFER
DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE WALL.
i: IF IDIFRT .GT. O, PRINT DEBUG INFORMATION AT PRINT POINT.
!=,i XYCRDH (LINK2(I3))
i_ GENERATE VECTORS FOR GRID OUTPUT ROWS AND COLUMNS,






ASSEHBLE TRI-PENTA-ETC. DIAGONAL MATRIX.
_ANDET (IMPSLU)
DECOMPOSE JACOBIAN INTO L-U DECOMPOSITION.
BANDSL (IRPSLV)
SOLVE FOR DQ USING L-U DECOMPOSITION AND BACK SUBSTITUTION,
_ILTER (IMPSLV,SCHPRN) SUB. FILTER ( LV, KVAD, LW, KWAD )
AVERAGE U2p U3 DELTA-Q IN IMPSLV.
AVERAGE U2t U3 VELOCITIES OVER ELEMENTS.
IMPLCT (LINK4(2))
IMPLICIT SOLUTION CONTROL ROUTINE.
FOR CERTAIN ERRORSp 'TIME" IS SET TO -1.0 AND SELECTED DEBUG
INFORMATION IS PRINTED ALONG MITH A NODE MAP AND STANDARD PRINT.
HP,_V (DERVBL)
IMPLICIT SOLVER ROUTINE USING BANDET AND BANDSL.
IF NR .GE. NELPASP PRINT DEBUG INFORMATION AT PRINT F'OINT_
AND IF NIT .GT. O_ PRINT JACOBIAN AND L/U DECOMPOSITION.
SETIMP (IMPSLV,STCODE)
STORE THE J-TH LEVEL OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR NEXT STEP.
STCODE (BDINPTPDERVBL)
-_'_CT SOLUTION FOR CERTAIN VARIABLES (IF CALLED FOR).
BANDED CHOLESKY SOLUTION ROUTINES.
i
ASMSQ (STRF)
_EAN ASSEMBLY OF SQUARE SYMMETRIC MATRIX.
_ANCHO (STRF)
SYMMETRIC BANDED CHOLESKY LINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATION SOLVER.
STRF (LINK2(7)_BLSPRN)
IMPLICIT EQUATION SOLVER USING BANDED CHOLESKY BACK SUBSTITUTION.
SOLVES FOR: PHI AND PP.
AT INITIALIZATION - DISTRIBUTES F'C OVER DOMAIN IN NODF'CP.
IF IPWRIT .GT. OP PRINT DEBUG INFORMATION FOR ELEMENTS
FROM 'IBOT' TO 'ITOP'.
SUMKEY (LINK3(_))
"_TE ELEMENT LINKING KEYS FOR SOLVER ROUTINE SANCHO.
%4






CALORD ( BD I NPT )
PRINT CALL ORDER OF ROUTINES USED FOR VARIABLE PARAMETERS.
PRINT INTEGRATION VARIABLE NOS, AND DEPENDENT VARIABLE NOS,
PRINT LIST OF PARAMETERS TO BE PRINTED IN OUTPUT ROUTINE.
PRINT PLOT INFORMATION.
( BDI NPT )
PRINT THE COMOC SYMBOL ON TWO PAGES ALONG WITH ASSOC. TITLE CARDS.
( NODPPR )
))ETERMINE IF THIS IS A PRINT/PUNCH DATA STATION AND SET
APPROPRIATE FLAGS.
(DERVBL)
3 DEBUG PRINT ROUTINE FOR DERVBL.
THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED AT A PRINT POINT WHEN
_. KOD5 .GT. 0 AND AN ELEMENT CONTAINS NODE 'IBOT' OR 'ITOP'.
_._-
_FEF'LOT (STOUT1)
GENERATE DATA TO BE USED FOR PLOT PACKAGES.
THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED AT THE END OF A PRINT POINT WHEN:
=" ' KPNT .GT. 0 AND KOUT .GT. 0 AND KF'LVAR .GT. 0
: _ (BDINPT)
PRINT INTEGER AND REAL SCALAR CONDITIONS.
IARRAY (1) - IARRAY (500)
RARRAY ( 1 ) -" RARRAY (500)
: _ SUB. OUTNOD ( NN, IRRAYP "TITLE )
' PRINT AN INTEGER ARRAY ALONG WITH A 32 CHARACTER TITLE.
( GEOMFL )
PRINT THE ELEMENT NO. AND NODE CONNECTIONS AND NODE
' COORDINATES FROM THE GEOMETRY ROUTINE 'GEOMFL'.
THIS ROUTINE IS CALLEi) WHEN KODG ,GT. O AND THE ELEMENT
NO. IS IN THE RANGE FROM 'IBOT' TO 'ITOP'.
a
° _
"- ......... ":'" 00000001-TSC08
t i:i ; :'"
OUTF'UT ROUTINES
J
OUT_ SUB. OUTVEC ( NNt ARRAY, TITLE )
PRINT A REAL ARRAY ALONG WITH A 32 CHARACTER TITLE.
_PBLANK (REOUTF') SUB. PBLANK ( N, P )
INSERT "N" BLANKS IN THE OUTPUT VECTOR 'P'.
+
PLZLN_ (REOUTF')
CONVERT A FLOATING POINT NUMBER INTO "A' FORMAT.
PRINTA SUB. F'RINTA ( P, NF'LC, VAR )
PRINT A LIST OF 'NPLC' REAL NUMBERS 'VAR' IN 'A' FORMAT.
REOUTP (LINK2(5))
PRINT THE ARRAY GEOMETRY AND NODE NUMBERS IN A PATTERN THAT
RESEMBLES PROBLEM GEOMETRY.
(FEOUTP) (LINK2(6)) FEOUTP IS A TRANSFER POINT IN REOUTP
WHEN KROW .LT. O.
PRINT OUTPUT PARAMETERS IN A PATTERN THAT RESEMBLES
PROBLEM GEOMETRY.
IF MAX. SCALE FACTOR EXCEEDS "NSM' (DEF. : 10),
TERMINATE THE PROGRAM.
IF OUTPUT PRINT NO. "KOUNT', EXCEEDS PRINT LIMIT 'LPRINT"
TERMINATE THE PROBLEM.
IF NEWPRT .GT. O, PRINT SCALAR OUTPUT 'NEWPRT" COLUMNS ACROSS.
IF NMOUT .EW. 2, PRINT VECTOR OUTPUT WITH A CALL TO OUTVEC.
RITE (LINK3(2)) SUB. RITE ( NMB, KEY, TITLE_ NTITL )
C_PUTE • NUMBER = (KEY-1)_IO + NMB ',
GO TO STATEMENT ACCORDING TO VALUE OF 'NUMBER'
IF 'NUMBER' IS OUT OF RANGE, WRITE TITLE INFORMATION.
.SCALE_ (REOUTP)
CALL SCALE ROUTINE FOR UP TO 10 OUTPUT VARIABLES AT A TIME.
SETSCL (SCALEV) SUB. SETSCL ( ARRAY, ILIM, IT )
_SCALE FACTOR FOR AN ARRAY OF REAL NUMBERS
AND NORMALIZE THE ARRAY BY IO_IT.
STOUT1 (REOUTP) SUB. STOUT1 ( MTN, NVOUT )




GETADD (FEDIMN) SUB, OETADD ( IVARe IADD )
INSTALLATION ROUTINE TO GET MACHINE ADDRESS
OF VARIABLE 'IUAR* AND STORE IT IN 'IADD',
ET_ (RDATEPRITE) SUB. OETDAT ( DATE )
INSTALLATION ROdTINE TO GET CURRENT DATE ON SYSTEM
AND STORE IT IN 'DATE'. ( DIMENSION OF DATE IS 2 ).
pETTIM
INSTALLATION ROUTINE TO GET CURRENT CPU TIHE.
,,LINK36 (LINK3(6))
USER ROUTINE TO BE USED AS NEEDED,
_: _DUMP (BDINPTpFEDIMN) SUB, PDUMP ( AP BP N )
INSTALLATION ROUTINE TO DUMP CORE FROM 'A' TO 'B'
i IN FORMAT "N',
-_ PLACES CALL TO OETDAT.
TIMETK SUB, TIMETK ( T )





THE FOLLOWINO CONTAINS A SEQUENTIAL LIST OF THE ENTRIES
IN 'IARRAY'. THE REFERENCES ARE TO THE SLIBROUTINE5 IN
WHICH THEY ARE USED, IF NO REFERENCE IS OIVEN_ THEN THE





n i i| n,
1 ND DFCFNSp
6 KODO GEOMFL,








26 KOUNT BDINPT, LZNK2p QKNINT_ RNLDST,
27 NSKIP BDINPT, BCONDT_ FEDZHN, GETBCD, POTENTt








42 INPUT L.ZNPT, DESCRP, GETBND,READU1,
43 NEQADD BLSIUS, CONTES, DFCFBL, IHPLCT, IMPSLU,




53 NDB LINK2_ IMPLCT,




60 NNBOUT LINK2p CALORDP DESCRPp FEDIHNt STOUTlt
61 KDUMP
62 NTITL BDINPT, LINK2, LINK3P COMOC, DESCRP_ _IHEN, FEDIMN,
64 NSH LINK2,
68 NI LINK3_ NBNDRY,
86 KPNT
35





88 NLINE COMOC, DFCFBL, TRBTHK,
90 NYY LINK2, LINK3, DERVBL, DSCRTZp FE[IIMN, INDEX,
JNCPPR, NODF'CP, PPRES, STCODE, STOUT1, STRF,
91 NZZ FEDIHN, INDEX, STOUT1,
92 IZSIZE MAIN, FEDIMN, POTENT, RITE, STRF,
94 NIZS FEIIIMN, IMF'LCT,
96 IBRSE BDINPT, LINK2, DSCRTZ, STOUT1,
97 ITKE DFCFBL,
99 IBL BDINPT, LINK1, LINK2, LINK3, BCON[tT, COMOC,
DFCFNS, DIHEN, FEDIHN, FILTER, GEONFL, IMPLCT,
INPSLU, RITE, STRFP
100 IREND BDINPT, LINK2, LINKS, FEDINN, POTENT, RITE, STRF,
102 KOUT BDINPT, LINK2, CALORD, IHPLCT, GKNINT, STOUT1,
105 IF'TSPL TAUM,
107 NE1E2 DFCFBL, JNCINP,
108 NCNADD FILTER, IMF'LCT, PPRES,
113 KPLUAR BDINPT, LINK2, CALORD, FEDIMN, STOUT1,
122 IMRIT CONTES, DFCFBL, OETFSL, IMF'LCT, TAUU, MLFLXS,
125 NCRLLS LINKS, CRLORD, FEDIHNt
127 IDIFRT LINK1, GETPPR, IMPLCT, JNCPPR, PRSGRD,
131 NBORD BDINF'T,
132 IPMRIT LINK3, STRF,
133 ITOP BCONDT, DERVBL, GEOMFL, IMPLCT, F'PRES, STRF,
142 NOUTPR LINK2, FEDIHN,
151 KMFLXS MLFLXS,
152 INITKE DFCFBL,
153 NPUNCH DIHEN, DSCRTZ, FINDBE,
157 NPASS IMPLCT, OKNINT,
161 !NPUSX BDINPT, BRDSHM, DIMENP DF'SISQ, FEDIHN, GETPF'R,
JNCINP, JNCPPR, NODPCF', PBLANK,
162 IEPSET DFCFBL,
166 N3DPNS BDINPT, LINK1, COHOC, CONTES, DERUBL, IMF'LCT,
RITE, STCObE,
167 KNTPAS DPSISQ, IMPLCT,
169 KCDC BDINPT,
173 NCOHOC COMOC, DESCRP, RITE,
174 NCOMTD BDINPT, COMOC, DESCRP, RITE,
177 NU2POS FEDIHN, NMGEOMP
178 NU3POS CONTESp FEDIMN, NMGEOM,
179 LOC DINEN_ GETFSL, OETPPR, LOOK, LOOKAU,




OF pOOR QUALi'; _'
SEQUENTIAL IARRAY ENTRIESi i
NO, ENTRY *REFERENCES
J n
189 NSTD BDINPT, FEDIHNp
190 NHOUT LINK2, LOOK,
191 NH
192 N2H DERVDLp FEDIHN, GEOHFL, RNLDST, STRF,
193 NR2 DERVBL, DRVBUBt FEDIMNt GEOMFL, PF'RES,
RNLDST, STRF,
194 NDP BDINPT, LINK3, FEDIHN, IHF'LCT, INDEX_ STCODE,
195 KFXBND WLFLXS,
196 ITWALL WLFLXS,
197 NTPRNT LINK2, TRBTHK,
203 NTCRDM POTENTe XYCRDM,
205 ITIHER LINK1, LINK2, LINK3, LINK4, LINKS, SOLVER,
206 NMDL DERVBL, DRVBUG, FEDIHN, RNLDST, STCODE,
208 NVRHS LINK2, BCONDT, NODPCP, F'PRES, STRF_
210 NCOHPG BDINPT, LINK4, FEDIMN, PRSGRD,
212 MLTRHS FEDIHN, PPRES, STRF,
215 ISUPRS BDINPT, LINK2,
225 NVRH LINK2, BCONDT, NODPCPp PPRES, STRF,
233 NODES POTENT,
250 IPHI BDINPT, LINK3, GEOHFL, RITE_
251 NSNODE DSCRTZ, MESH, POTENT,
252 NSELEM DSCRTZ, MESH, POTENT,








305 NBAND ASHMAT, DERVBL, IMPSLV, INDEX,
306 NHBJAC DERVBL, IHPSLV, INDEX,
307 NCONV BLSZZZ, DERVBL, DFCFBL, IMPSLV, PPRES,
PRSBRD, TRBTHK,
310 NFHROW DERVBLp IHPSLV, INDEX, STCODE,
312 IUONLY DPSISQ_ IHPSLV, PPRES,
313 NR IHPSLVp JNCPPR, STCODE,
316 NIT IMPSLV,






324 NCNTIT BLSF'RNt FILTERt IMPLCTt IHPSLUP F'PRESt
327 I[IDXST BLSIUS_ GETPPRP IHPLCTt IMPSLUp
329 NRJACB IMF'SLVt
336 NF'DBUG DERUBL p
i* 339 NPRGDB F'RSGRD,
i 340 NNROW JNC INF', NO[IF'CF' pSTRTCH,
344 IBLRS IMF'SLU,
347 INCLFT MATSUH, SETUAL,
!-_ 348 INCRGT NATSUH, SETVAL,
: ' 349 LPUNCH DPSISQ,
_" 350 LPUNIT DPSISQ_
i:-_" 351 LF'SUP DF'SISR,
_ ' 352 LPPNCH DPSISO,
_" 353 LPLOT DPSISR,
_- 354 LPLTPR DPSISQP REOUTF',
371 NPUSXT NODPCP t
_" 380 KSSAU PPRES,
_. 389 KOD6 BCONDT, GETPPR, IHPLCTt PPRES_
394 NTRBPT DPSISQI, JNCPPR, NOIIPCP_
, _' 396 JNCPCP JNCF'PR,
• t
OF pGOR QUALITY
THE FOLLOWING CONTAINS A SEQUENTIAL LIST OF THE ENTRIES
IN 'RARRAY', THE REFERENCES ARE TO SUBROUTINES IN
WHICH THEY ARF USED. IF NO REFERENCE IS GIUENt THEN THE
UARIABLE IS U_ED IN NUMEROUS ROUTINES,
FEQUEHTIAL..RARFAY ENTRIES
NO. ENTRY REFERENCES
1 FACT LINK2, BCONDT, DIMENp FEPLOT, 5ETPPR, JNCPPRp
2 ONE TRBTHK,
3 ALC
4 THK DIHEN, GEQMFL,
7 HSINI1 DIMENP
9 PINF BRDSHW, DIMEN, DRHOBL, 6ETPPR, JNCPPR, PBLANK,
10 RHOINF DFCFBL, DFCFNS, DIMEN_ DRHOBL, WLFLXSt
13 DELP DINEN, INPLCT, QKNINT,
14 EPS DIMEN, IMPLCT, IMPSLU, PPRES, STRF,
15 H LINK2, BLSPRN, DERVDX, DIMEN, DPSISQ, IMPLCT, IMPSLU,
INDEX, JNCPPR, LOOKAU,
16 HMAX DIMEN, IHPLCT, IMPSLUP
17 HNIN LINK2, BLSIUS, DINEN, IMPLCT, PRSGRD,
21 RE BCONDT, BLSIUS, CONTES, DERUBL, DERUNS_ DFCFBL, DIMEN,
INDEX, SETDIF_ TAUW, TRBTHK,
22 TF LINK2, CONTES, DERVBL, DIMEN, DPSISQ, IHPLCT, IMPSLV,
QKNINT,
23 TIME
24 TO BLSIUS, CONTES, DIMEN_ DPSISO_ DRHOBL_ IMPLCTe JNCPPRP
NWGEOM, STCODE,
26 TWQPI DIMENP GEOMFL,
27 UINF BCONDTP BLSIUS, CPINIT, DFCFBL, DIMEN, DRHOBL, INDEX,
JNCPPRP PRSGRD, WLFLXS,
28 RUNIU DIMENp DRHOBLP PRSGRD,
30 CPOINF CPINIT, DIMEN, FEDIMNp
31 G BCONDT, DIMEN, FEDIHNP PRSGRD,
32 RTCON1CPINIT, DIMEN,
35 TD DIMEN, DPSISQ,
36 PEDDIM DIMEN, GETPPR, JNCPPR, PRSGRD,
3B XHUINF BCONDTp DFCFBL_ DIMEN, SETDIF,
39 PEDGE DIMENp DRHOBL, GETF'PR_ JNCPPR, PRSBRD,
40 TRATIO DIMENP DRHOBL,
42 TKEDOE DFCFBLp
43 REFL LINK2, DFCFBL, BIMEN, DSCRTZ, JNCPPRt PBLANKt "RATIO,
E
• • _ 7_.=,,. ,..--_.--_, L o
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,i OF POOR QUALIT_
":'! SEOUENTIRL RARRRY ENTR.IES
,K
: NO. ENTRY IREFERENCES
47 REFLREIDIHENp
._. 48 TIMESUIIHPLCT, IMF'SLUt PRSGRD,
=-!. 50 SSINIT IDIMENe IMPLCT, OKNINT,
;: 56 RTCON51CPINITt DIMENt
58 TOFINFICPINIT_ DFCFNS_ DIMEN, _RHOBLt FEDIMN, F'RSGRDp
59 FACTHU DFCFBLt DIHEN_ WLFLXS,
'_ 60 GRMHRF DIHENp DRHOBLP F'RSGRD.
;I
._ 61 XMRCHO DIMEN_ DRHOBL_
i.:,_ 62 CONU
! .... 63 UEDGE BRDSHWt DIHEN, DRHOBL, GETPPRt PPRES, TRBTHK.
_:_i 66 XMF DIMENp
67 PR FEDIHN.
": 68 EP4MD PRSGRD,
:_ 70 CONRHO DIHENt STRF_
71 STLDVR DZHEN, DFCFNS,
_ 72 STLDTR DIMEN, DFCFNS,
:_ 73 STLDCR DIHEN_ DFCFNS,
74 STLDEX DIMEN, DFCFNS,
;4 75 STLCON DIHEN, DFCFNS,
_ 79 FACTP BDINPT_ DIMEN, STRF.
i_ 80 FRCTH DIHENt¢_ 82 PIBRR JNCINP.
':' 83 COHPX DSCRTZ,
_ 84 COHPY DSCRTZ,i/
_.; 86 RVD DFCFBL, DIMEN,
89 EPSINF DIMEN,
_':_ 90 TKEINF DFCFBL, DIMEN,
95 EPTEST DERUBL, DFCFBLp
_; 98 XPRIME DIHENt OETPPRt JNCPPRP PRSGRD,
.: 99 PPRCON DZHEN, GETPPR, JNCPPR, PRSGRD,
- 100 PPRIME _IHEN, GETPPRt JNCPPR, PRSGRD,
'"_ 102 VSTART BLSIUS, CONTES, DIHEN,
._ 103 DEPLT DIHENp QKNINT,
_ 104 VELCST DIHEN, DIMEN, DRHOBL,
_ 109 XHA DIHENt DRHOBL, PRSGRDt
=iT
":' 110 XHH DIHENt
,,!; 111 TMELVE BRDSHM_
! 115 ARSCALPRSGRD,
,i_ 124 CON DFCFBL,






129 SCT _FCFBLe FEBIMNp
135 ENEROY DERUBLt
136 OSNAX BCONDT, DFCFBL, NWGEOMt PRSGRDt XYCRDH_
137 AUDP DFCFBL,
13_ RUESO TAUMp WLFLXS,
139 H31 BCONDT, DERUBLP DERVNSp NWGEOM_ PF'RES,
RNLDSTe STRFe XYCRDNt
140 G32 BCONDTe DERUBLt NWGEOHp PPRESp XYCRDN,
141 G33 BCONDT_ DERUBL_ NWGEON_ PPRES, XYCRDNP
142 G1 NWGEONp XYCRDNP
143 C4EDSW DFCFBL, DINEN_
145 EIE2SW DFCFBL, DINEN,
154 XNACHS LINK3t DERUBLt DINENt DRHOBL_ PRSGRD_
155 TSINF CPINIT, _INENp
156 AINF DINENp DRHOBLt
160 CPINF ICPINITp DINENP
171 EULER DERVBL, DIMEN- DRHOBL, GETPPRt JNCPPR,
NODPCF', PPRESt PRSGRD,






186 H21 LINK1, BCON_T, CONTES, DERUBL, _ERUNS, IHPLCT,
!NWGEOM, PPRES, PRSGRD, RNLDST, STRF, XYCRDN,
187 G22 BCONDT, CONTES, DERVBL, NWGEONt F'F'RES, XYCRDH,
188 G23 BCONDT, CONTES, DERUBL, NWOEON_ PPRES, PRSGRB, XYCRDN,
189 F1 LINK1* NWGEOM, XYCRDN,
190 SLOPE GETF'F'R_ ,JNCPPR_ i.OOKAU_ NWGEON_
193 XNWGEO CONTESt DFCFBL, DPSISQ, DRVBUG_ NWGEON,





203 UEDGEN DERVBL_ TRBTHKo
204 ENER DERVBL_ DERVNS_
205 DELSTR _FCFBL,
206 TNETA bERVBL_ TRBTHK,
207 CONVRG INPLCTt INF'SLVt
209 _LTN DFCFBL_ TRBTHh,
.'. ..... "._:__: _:i _:: :::_ : .............
.......... -.-- O0000001-TSDO
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._ 216 F'GBASE F'RSGRD,! 217 F'GVAR F'RSGRD,
'i
I 263 GSCALE PF'RES,
268 PHICOD BLSPRN, PF'RES,
270 RUPRIM BLSZZZ, CONTES, [HPSLV, STCODE,
; 271 OSUSQ DFCFBL,
; 272 ONEGXP DFCFBL,
"._! 273 XDELTA DFCFBL,
'-:; 274 EPflNIN DFCFBL,
_--:. 275 AONGEX DFCFBL,
-"_ 276 GAMFAC DFCFBL,
,-_, 277 GANEXP DFCFBLt




i_,, 285 RELAX LOOKAU,
_ 289 RHOIM DERVBL,
_ 290 ROMULT DRHOBL,
;.-'_ 300 ,THNTS LINK2,
i_ 301 SINPLT DINEN, IMF'LCT, STCO[IE,
-''_ 302 CHISTP INPLCT,
i;i 303 CHIEPSINPLCT,
• ) 305 TMULT DIMEN, IHF'LCT,
'_._ 309 CF'HI1 DINEN,
...._ 310 CPHI2 DINEN,
311 CC1 DINEN, RNLDST,
J_
i 312 CC2 DINEN, RNLDST,
'_ 313 CC3 DIHEN_ RNLDSTt
' 314 CC4 DFCFBL, _IMENt INDEX, RNLDST,
i 3_5 C2C4
DINENp
, 316 DRVBPH DERVBL_
I 318 DCHECK [NPLCT,319 _START I ,
"_ 320 YSCAL STOUT1,
321 STF'NLT INPSLVt
322 CHITST INF'LCTp
_ 339 PCF_CT DERVBL,
340 PF'FACT DERVBL,








NO. ENTRY REFERENCES i
346 VLDHLT DERVBL_
347 TSCALE OETPPR_ ZHPLCTP JNCPF'Rt PRSGRDt
348 UCHULT DERUBL,









362 0S12 DERVBL, DERVNS, FEDIMNt GEONFL, INPLCT, 1NDEX, F'PRES,
363 0S60 FEDZHN,
364 CK DFCFBL_
365 CD GETFSL_ ZNDEX,
368 ESCF DFCFBLt
371 UBAR DERVBLp DRHOBL, PRSGRD,
372 TBAR DERVBL, DRHOBL_ PRSGRD,
373 XHDOTC DERVBLp PRSGRD,
374 TAREA DERUBLp PRSGRD,
375 O_H1SO DERUBL, 1MPLCTP NWGEOMp XYCRDH,
383 WSHAX BCONDTt NWGEOH_ XYCRDM,
385 UCHULT DERUBL,
386 H21L NWGEOH, XYCRDH,













INTEGER SCALAR VARIABLES (IARRAY)
-I CROSS REFERENCE LIST
$ $ 8 NOTE i S S





_ 96 IBASE - (200) BASE NO, FOR IZ ENTRIES.
2611BC - NUMBER OF BOUNDARY CONDITION TYPES.
99 IBL - 1 = BOUNDARY LAYER PROGRAM
344 IBLAS EPS EXPONENT FOR U2, U3 CONVERGENCE CRITERION.
: 207 IBOT - 1ST ELEMENT AT WHICH TO PRINT DEBUG INFORMATION.
327 IDDXST - (1)
' 127 IDIFRT o NO. OF TIMES TO PRINT INTER. OUTPUT IN LINK1, GETPF'R,
JNCPPR AND PRSGRD.
162 IEPSET - 1 = FORCE COMPUTATION OF DISSIPATION FUNCTION.
347 INCLFT - OUTPUT VECTOR INCREMENT FOR SETVAL AND MATSUM.
1ST INPUT VECTOR INCREMENT FOR HATSUH.
348 INCRGT - INPUT VECTOR INCREMENT FOR SETVAL,
2NO INPUT VECTOR INCREMENT FOR NATSUM.
158 INITCN - INITIALIZER IN CONTESo
152 INITKE - I = TKEp DISSIPATION ARE ALREADY INITIALIZED,
295 IPLOTV - DATA SET NUMBER ON WHICH TO STORE DATA FOR PLOTTING.
42 INPUT - (5) INPUT LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER.
28 IPASS - NO, OF CALLS TO DERVBL.
105 IPTSPL - (0) = USE LUDWIEG - TILLMAN FORMULA FOR TAU WALL.
- 1 = USE PATANKER AND SF'ALDING'S FORMULA FOR TAU WALL,
132 IPWRIT - DEBUG CODE IN LINK3 AND STRF FOR INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT.
: 294 IRAT - SET = TO 1 WHEN N3DPNS IS FIRST TURNED ON.
100 IREND - END POSITION IN 'IZ' ARRAY.
259 ISIDE - NUMBER OF SIDES / SUPER ELEMENT.
:; 322 ISTART B STARTUP CODE IN IMPLCT°
215 ZSUPR5 - 1 = SUPPRESS PRINTOUT OF:









_ At.PHANUMERIC IARRAY ENTRIES
b
i!!"_ I AR_'' NAME DESCRIPTION
: i
186 ITDA - UNIT NO. ON WHICH TO STORE INTEGRAL PARAMETER DATA
FOR PLOTTING.
i 187 ITDB - UNIT NO. ON WHICH TO STORE 'PLOTS' DATA FOR PLOTTING.
:I 205 ITIMER - SET = NO. OF TINES TO CALL TIMETK SUBROUTINE.
NOTE: TIMETK NEEDS TO BE DEFINED FOR YOUR INSTALLATION.97 ITKE - 0 = DO NOT INTEGRATE TKE - DISS. EQUATIONS.
._ 1 = USE TKE - DISS. TO COHPUTE TURBULENT VISCOSITY.
i! 133 ITOP - 2ND ELEMENT AT WHICH TO PRINT DEBUG INFORMATION.
':l 196 [TWALL - 1 = USE DUDY FOR TAU WALL.
312 IUONLY - (2) NO. OF STEF'S UNTIL CONVERGENCE ON Ul ONLY.;
!_ 122 [WRIT - DEBUG PRINT FLAG IN CONTES, DFCFBL. GETFSL AND TAIJW.
! 92 IZSIZE - MAXIMUM DIMENSION OF ZZ VECTORo
291 JPR - 1 = MIDSIDE NODES FOR ETA DIRECTION ARE
PROGRESSION RATIOS.
169 KCDC - 1 = RESET NLINE TO 50 AND DUMP KODE TO 2.
61KDUMP - PRINT INPUT CARDS AND DATA GENERATED IN BDINPT.
167 KNTPAS - (99) MAXIMUM NO. OF INTEGRATION STEPS BETWEEN PRINTS.
6 KODG - PRINT GEOMETRY OUTPUT IF .ME. O.
7 KOD5 - PRINT INTERMEDIATE DERVBL OUTPUT KOD5 TIMES.
26 KOUNT - RUNNING COUNT OF OUTPUT. ( LIMITED BY LPRINT.)
113 KPLVAR - (10) NO. OF VARIABLES TO BE PLOTTED OR PUNCHED.8_ KPNT - 1 = PRINT STATION ( SET DURING EXECUTION.)
8 KPRINT - PRESENT VALUE OF PRINT COUNTER.
52 KROW - (100) NO. OF ROWS IN DISCRETIZATION.
151 KWFLXS - (LCOL) NO. OF SLICES AT WHICH TO COMPUTE TAU WALL.
50 LCOL - (20) NO. OF COLUMNS IN DISCRETIZATION.
47 LG - NO. £ COLS. IN SOLUTION FIELD.
- IF .NE. 0 ON INPUT, THEN CNTPTS AND CNTNDS ARE
- TO BE READ IN.
330 LMDJAC - (1) COMPUTE JACOBIAN EACH ITERATION.
214 LMLT - (LG) NO. OF CONTOURS FOR WHICH TO COMPUTE MIX. LENGTH
TURBULENT VISCOSITY.
179 LOC - INTERVAL NO. FOUND IN LOOK SUBROUTINE.
172 LOWD - (2) USE LAMINAR VISC. BELOW LOWD AND MLT FROM LOWD ON.
376 LPHI - +/- 1 TO EVALUATE PHI OR PP RHS IN PPRES.
353 LPLOT - FLAG TO INITIATE PRINT OF DATA AT PLOT STATION.
(SEE DPSISO AND REOUTP)
354 LPLTPR - FLAG TO ACTUATE PRINT OF DATA AT PLOT STATION (REOUTP)
352 LPPNCH - NO. OF PASSES BEFORE LPUNIT TAKES AFFECT FOR K, EPS.
34 LPRINT - (100) LIMIT ON OUTPUT COUNT.
351LPSUP - NO. OF DATA STATIONS BEFORE LPLTF'R TAKES AFFECT.






• i • | J i .l
212 HLTRHS - (1) NUMBER OF RIGHT HAND SIDES TO SOLVE FOR IN STRF.
377 HONE - -1 IN PPRES TO ALTERNATE SIGN OF LPHI,
23 INS - (4) NO. OF CHAR. IN EACH WORD OF OUTPUT VAR. TITLE.
305 INBAND (28LCOL <Œ MAXIMUMBANDWIDTH OF JACOBIAN MATRIX.
1701NBC MAX. NO. OF BOUNDARY COND. FOR ANY ONE _EP. VAR.
1311NBORD NO. OF NODES AROUND BORDER OF DISCRETIZATION.
221NC - (8) NO. OF CHARACTERS IN OUTPUT FORMAT.
125 INCALLS (10) NO. OF ROUTINES TO CALL AT END OF INTEGRATION STEP.
108 NCNADD - BEGIN U2, U3 INTEGRATION AFTER NCNADD INTEGRATION STEPS.
173 NCOMOC I- NO. OF CARDS READ IN FOR COMOC TITLE PAGE.
210 HCOMPG - (35) NO. OF ENTRIES TO PRINT FROH PRODUH COMMON BLOCK.
174 NCOMTD - NO. OF CARDS READ IN FOR TITLE INFORMATION.
307 NCONV - NON-CONVERGENCE FLAG SET IN IMPSLV.
13 NCOORD - FLAG FOR GENERATING AXI-SYMMETRIC DATA IN GEOMFL.
59 NCPTAB 7 (1) NO, OF ENTRIES IN SPECIFIC HEAT TABLE.
1 ND INITIALIZATION PARAMETER IN DFCFNS. 1
317 NDBGPT NO. OF ENTRIES TO PRINT IN VECTORS FOR DEBUGG!NG.
124 NDERIV - (2) : CALL DERVBL.
194 NDP - (10) SPACE ALLOCATION 1N IIPINT VECTOR.
14 NELEH - NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SOLUTION.
304 NELPAS - INTEGRATION STEP COUNTER.
31 NEQ - (5) MAXIMUM NO. OF VARIABLES TO BE SOLVED.
43 NEQADD - NO. OF DIFF. EONB. INITIALLY NOT SOLVED.
- E.G. -2 z DELAY INT. TKE AND DISS.
UNTIL C4EDSM IS SATISFIED.
286 NEOAV2 - WHEN NCNADD IS SATISFIED_ NEOAbD = NEOAV2 + NEOAV3.
287 NEOAV3 - WHEN NCNADD IS SATISFIEDp NEOADD m NEOAV2  NEOAV3.
58 NEQKNN- (1) NO. OF DEP. VARo TO BE INTEGo IN OKNUIN.
37 NEWPRT - (5) NO. OF SCALARS TO PRINT ACROSS A PAGE (MAX. = 8).
107 NEIE2 - 0 t DO NOT USE MIXING LENGTH THEORY FOR DIFF. COEF.
I m USE MLT FOR SOLUTION OF DIFF. CUFF.
2 t DELAY USING MLT UNTIL EIE2SW IS SATISFIED.
46 NF - (4) NO, OF 'NB' BYTE WORDS IN TITLE FOR EACH DEP. UAR,
54 NHHALF - PASS AT WHICH MAXIMUM ITERATIONS TOOK PLACE,
S31NDB - CURRENT PASS (FOR PRINT POINT),
681NI - STARTING LOC. IN DEP. VAR. MATRIX FOR THIS VARIABLE.












316 NIT - 1 = FLAG FOR DEBUG PRINT OF¢
, A. JACOBIAN
B. L/U DECOMPOSITION
_: 302 NITER - ITERATION COUNTER.
94 NIZS - (200) NO. OF IZ ENTRY POINTS THAT CAN BE STORED.
! 323 NLAST - KOKE FOR LAST STATION WHEN DX .LT. H.
88 NLINE - (60) LINE COUNT OUTPUT CONTROL•
191 _M - (3) TYPE OF ELEMENTS IN SOLUTION•
: - 2 = LINE (ONE-DIMENSIONAL).
.:L: - 3 = TRIANGLE (TWO-DIMENSIONAL)•
!! 306 NMBJAC - (NBANDSNNODE) NO• OF ENTRIES IN JACOBIAN.
: 60 NMBOUT - (30) NO. OF VARIABLES TO BE PRINTED.
-_; 206 NMDL - (8) ALLOW EXTRA STORAGE IN IZ(71) AND IZ(72-76)
-: LENGTH OF IZ(71) = MAXIMUM (NODE_ kODE_NMDL)
, IZ(71) +2 _ NODE THRU IZ(71) + 7 _ NODE
=_ CONTAIN THE REYNOLD STRESSES•
_ LENGTH OF IZ(72-76) = MAXIMUM ( NODE, (NODE/2)_NMDL)
_!_ 190 NMOUT - (3) = PRINT OUTPUT IN GEOMETRY FORM.
_< 2 = PRINT OUTPUT IN NODE NO. SEQUENCE.
_ 193 NM2 - NM_2. USED FOR STORING FULL MATRICES.
_P 16 NNODE - NUMBER OF NODES IN SOLUTION•
_:;' 340 NNROW - NO. OF COLS. (ROWS) ON ONE SIDE OF JUNCTURE CORNER.
-_
._ 55 NODE - (100) VARIABLE DIMENSIONING PARAMETER IN FEDIMN.
_s 233 NODES - (NODE) VECTOR LENGTH FOR REFINE GRID GENERATOR
_ 19 NOE - NO. OF EQUATIONS BEING SOLVED FOR DEP. VAR. 'NF".
'_ 325 NOUEDG - FLAG TO STORE UEDGE FROM CP INFORMATION INTO U1 VECTOR.
_ 142 NOUTPR - (100) NO. OF SCALARS TO PRINT IN OUTPUT.
: 40 NOUTS - (10) NO. OF OUTPUT VECTORS TO PROCESS AT ONE TIME.P
_ 38 NOUTVC - (8) NO. OF OUTPUT SCALARS ACROSS PAGE AT PRINT STATION
._. WHEN OUTVEC IS C_LLED FOR NMOUT = 2.
: 30 NP - DEP. VARIABLE BEING SOLVED AT THIS TIME.
"_;; 157 NPASS - NO. OF PASSES THRU DERVBL•!,
!i 336 NPDBUG - NO• OF ITERATIONS FOR DEBUG IN DERUBL AT DEBUG POINT.i:
_' 198 NF'GRDT - (4) STARTUP COUNTER USED IN PRSGRD.
; 199 NPGRDV - 14) STARTUP COUNTER USED IN PRSGRD.
20 NPRNT - (132) NO. OF PRINT POSITIONS ON A LINE OF OUTPUT.
153 NPUNCH - SET = 7 IF ELEMENTS AND NODES ARE TO BE PUNCHED IN DIMEN.
161NPUSX - (2) NO. OF PRESSURES IN P US X TABLE.
i, 371NPVSXT - NO. OF ENTRIES IN EACH TABLE• (USED WITH NTABPT).
r 313 NR - NO. OF PRINTS FOR IMPLICIT INTEGRATION DEBUG.
!i 328 NRJACB - (1) COMPUTE JACOBIAN EACH ITERATION,
i_ 67 MS - GENERAL DUMMY PARAMETER.
:i 154 NSD - INITIALIZATION CODE IN DFCFBL.
252 _SELEM - NO. OF SUPER ELENENTS IN GRID GENERATOR.
¢ 146 NSFDBE - RESET CONDITION FLAG IN 'FINDBE'.










64 ISH - (10) STOP PROGRAH IF ANY OUTPUT EXP, IS ,OT, NSH,
251NSNODE - NO. OF SUPER NODES IN GRID GENERATOR,
1.89 NSTD - (8) NO, OF STANDARD NATRICES TO BE STORED,
155 NS2 - INITIALIZATION CODE IN DFCFBL,
394 NTABPT - NO, OF TABLES TO BE READ IN CPSTUP,
140 NTCNTS - STARTUP PARAHETER IN CONTES,
203 NTCRDH - STARTUP PARAHETER IN XYCRDH,
&2 NTITL - (10) NO, OF TITLE CARDS TO BE READ IN AND PRINTED AT THE
BEGINNING OF EACH OUTPUT SET,
197 HTPRNT - 99999 = DO NOT PRINT INTEGRAL PARAHETERS IN TRBTHK,
177 HU2POS - (20) HAX, NO, OF ENTRIES FOR UAR, GEOHETRY DEFINITION,
(CROSS PLANE)
178 HU3POS - (20) HAX, NO, OF ENTRIES FOR VAR, GEOHETRY DEFINITION,
(TRANSVERSE PLANE)
260 _VAR NURBER OF VARIABLES TO BE DISTRIBUTED OVER REFINED GRID.
90 _YY - (4) SETS (NODE) / DEP, UAR, LOCATION IN IYY VECTOR,
91 MZZ - (4) SETS (NODE) / DEPo VAR, LOCATION IN IZZ VECTOR,
192 _2H - (NH_2) USED FOR STORING SYHHETRIC HATRICES,




ii REAL SCALAR VARIABLES (RARRAY)
CROSS REFERENCE LIST
i ee_ _ m,e lie em elB ! eD m em _ em me mm 1 _ _ Im
S IX lk NOTE S S IX





156 AINF - REFERENCE SPEED OF SOUND,
5 AJ - (778.2B) JOULES CONSTANT,
3 ALC - (MIN, SIDE) CHARACTERISTIC ELEMENT SIZE,
393 AH8 - TERM 8 MULTIPLIER IN PPRES FOR PP EQUATION,
275 AOMOEX - (2°0) EXPONENT ON MALL DAMPING FACTOR 'OMEGA'
:_. 86 AVD - (25,3) DAMPING FACTOR IN DFCFBL,
137 AVDP AVDP = AVD S SQRT(RHO/RHOWAL) _ ANULOC / ENUT
i_ 279 BEXP - (4.0) GAMMA = 0,01 8 DELTAY 8 (Y/DELTA)_IXBEXP
209 BLTH - BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESSt DELTA.
:_ 176 CBTOKJ - (4,184) SPECIFIC HEAT BRITISH TO MKS,
311CC1 - COEF. FOR REYNOLD STRESSES COMPUTED FROM CF'HI1 AND CPH2
IN DIMEN.
312 CC2 - SAME AS CCl,
313 CC3 - SAME AS CCl.
314 CC4 - SAME AS CC1,
•; 365 CD - (0,09) TKE - DISS, COEF.
356 CE - (1.0) DIFF. COEF, MULTIPLIER FOR TKE,
303 CHIEPS - (1.0E-4) CONVERGENCE FACTOR FOR IMPLICIT INTEGRATION,
302 CHISTP - (4.0) MAX, NO, OF ITERATIONS FOR INCREASING STEP SIZE.
322 CHITST - (10,0) MAX. NO, OF ITER. BEFORE DECREASING STEP SIZE,
304 :IMPTH - (0,5) RELAXATION FACTOR FOR IMPLICIT INTEGRATION,
364 :K - (1,0) TKE - DISS, COEF,
211 _FOV2 - SKIN FRICTION
"i
83 =OMPX - COMPRESSION FACTOR FOR OUTPUT COL. VECTOR
INDICATES PERCENT OF X3 AXIS TO BE USED TO SHORTEN
SPACING INTERVALS,
84 :OMPY - COMPRESSION FACTOR FOR OUTPUT ROM VECTOR,
: SAME AS COMPX, BUT FOR X2 AXIS.
124 :ON - (0.435) KARMANN'S CONSTANT USED IN MLT IN DFCFBL.
70 :ONRHO - IF ,GT, 0.0, SET ALL RHO m CONRHO.





RARRA5 NAME bESCRIF'T ION
, ENTR_
207 CONVRG - REAL NO. EOUIUALENT OF NCONV (NO. OF ITERATIONS).
309 CPHI1 - (2.8) EHPIRICAL CONSTANT FOR COMPUTING CC1 - CC4
310 CPHI2 - (0.45) EHPIRICAL CONSTANT FOR CONPUTING CC1 - CC4
150 CPA (.24_32.174) SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR.
159 CPH (3.445,32.174) SPECIFIC HEAT OF HYDROGEN.
160 CPINF SPECIFIC HEAT COHPUTED IN CPINIT.
30 CPOINF (0.24*31.174) REFERENCE SPEDIFIC HEAT.
_.,_ 153 CVCP (41S6.0) SPEC. HEAT CONVERSION FACTOR.
,! 148 CVH (1.0) ENTHALPY CONVERSION F_CTOR.
,, 151 CUP (4.725E-4) PRESSURE CONVERSION FACTOR.
_: 152 CVRHO (16.02) DENSITY CONVERSION FACTOR.
_:; 150 CUT (1.0) TEHPERATURE CONVERSION FACTOR.
149 CVU - (0.3048) VELOCITY CONVERSION FACTOR.
:_..,_ 357 CW - (1,0) SCALE FACTOR FOR DISSIPATION DZFF, COEF,
_o,. 182 CIDORF - (1.44) DISS. FCT. PRODUCTION TERM COEFFICIENT.
! _ 183 CIKORE - (1,0) TKE PRODUCTION TERN COEFFICIENT.
183 C2DORF - (1.92) DZSS. FCT. DISSIPATION TERH COEFFICIENT.
_ 184 C2KORE - (1,0) TKE DISSIPATION TERH COEFFICIENT.
315 C2C4 - (CC2.CC4) COEF. FOR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS.
i_ 143 C4EDSW - (30000.0) TKE - DZSS. STARTUP POSITION IN DFCFBL.
-':_ 318 DCHECK - (DSTART*SSZNIT)**3)
._!_ 336 DELCHK - (DELTSTGDELNLT) SEN. AND DISS. TERNS FOR TKEp EPSARE SET TO 0.0 MHEN_ DELUSO .LT. DELCHK.
i!; 338 DELHLT - (1.OE-5) SCALE FACTOR FOR DELCHKo
! _ 13 DELP -(2.0) PERCENT INTERVAL FOR PRINTOUT.
i.q 205 DELSTR - DISPLACEHENT THICKNESS.
_, 337 DELTST - FIRST DERV_L PASS FOR LARGEST GRAD,U**2 ON ELEHENT.
: ',' 103 DEPLT - (101.0) PERCENT OF TD TO BE USED FOR PLOTTING STATIONS.
165 DRTODK - (5.0/9.0) DEGREES RANKINE TO DEGREES KELVIN
ii 319 BSTART - (10.0) SCALE FACTOR FOR DCHECK.
;_ 390 DYNPRS - SET .GT. 0.0 FOR CONSTANT PRESSURE FIELD.
_ 175 EBTOKJ - (2.3244) ENTHALPY BRITISH TO HKS.
358 EFNULT - (-0.01) ABS(EFRULT) BECOHES LARGEST LEVEL
OF TKE INITIALIZED.
i 90 EKNINF - (UINF_*2) TKE NON-D FACTOR_
204 ENER - DIHENSIONAL ENERGY FOR Ul VELOCITY.
135 ENERGY - NON-DIH. ENERGY FOR Ul VELOCITY.
108 ENMULT - DIHENSIONALIZING FACTOR FOR ENERGY.
(XMUINFIRE_UINFtUINF/(GIALC$_(NR-1))
14 EPS - CONVERGENCE FACTOR FOR INTEGRATION STEP.
89 EPSINF (UINF_*3/ALC) NON-D FACTOR FOR DISSIPATION.
274 EPSHIN - (1o0E-5) SCALE FACTOR ON XNUINF FOR HINIHUH
LEVEL OF DIFFUSION.






95 EPTEST S EPHULT = ZERO TEST FOR DISSIPATION USED IN DERUBL,
68 !EP4HD - (1,05 MULTIPLIER FOR XMbOT IN PRSGRD.
368 ESCF - (3,05 SCALE FACTOR IN TKE AND DISS, LENGTH.
171EULER - (PSTAG/(RHOINF_UINFG_2) EULER NUMBER.
145 EIE25W - (30000,05 STATION AT WHICH TO SET NEIE2 = 3 - NEIE2,
1 FACT - (ALC) NON-DIMEN, FACTOR.
_0 FACTH - (1.0 / (CPOINF_TOFZNF))
59 FACTMU - (RHOINFIUINFGALC)
79 FACTP - (1,0 / FACTMU)
163 FTTOCH - (30,48) FEET TO CENTIMETERS,
162 FTTOIN - (12,05 FEET TO INCHES,
164 FTTOHT - (0.3048) FEET TO METERS.
189 F1 - Y-COORDINATE OF FI CURVE.
329 FIO - LAST VALUE OF F1 CURVE,
327 F2 - Y-COORDINATE OF F2 CURVE,
31 O - (1,0) GRAVITATION COK3TANT.
277 GAMEXP - (9.05 GAMMA = 1,0/(1,0 + GAMFACI(Y/DELTA)ISGAMEXP)
276 GAMFAC - (1,0E-205 SEE GAMEXP DEFINITION,
60 GAMMAF - (1.45 FACTOR USED IN GAS LAWS,
263 GSCALE - (0,15 SCALE FACTOR FOR Ul HULT, OF GRADIENT(PHI) IN PPRES.
353 GUMULT - KODE TO ADD GRADIENT(PHI) TO RHS OF U2p U3 EONS,
142 G1 - Z-COORDINATE OF 01 CURVE,
381 GIO - LAST VALUE OF G1,
328 G2 - Z-COORDINATE OF G1 CURVE,
187 G22 - VARIABLE GEOMETRY FACTOR,
188 G23 - VARIABLE GEOMETRY SCALE FACTOR,
140 032 - VARIABLE FACTOR,
141 G33 - VARIABLE FACTOR,
15 H - CURRENT TRIAL STEP SIZE,
16 HMAX (2.05 MAX, PERCENT OF TD TO USE AS STEP SIZE.
45 HS CURRENT STEP SIZE.
7 HSINIT (1.0E-55 START INTEGRATION STEP SIZE AT THIS VALUE.
12 HT OUTPUT VAR. FOR TIME STEP = HS _ FACT / REFL
186 H21 (1.0) GRID GROWTH SCALE FACTOR.
3861H21L LAST VALUE OF H21, ( USED IN XYCRDM )
1391H31 (1.05 GRID GROWTH SCALE FACTOR,
387JH31L LAST VALUE OF H31, ( USED IN XYCRDM 5
27210MEGXP (1.55 TKEEXP = 2,0 Z ( 2.0 - OHEGXP 52 lONE (1.05 PROGRAMCONSTANT.
39610SG ADD STRESSES TO PP EOUATION IN PPRES.






RARRA_ NAME DESCRIF'T _ON
ENTR_
136 OSMAX - HEIGHT OF SOLUTION DOMAIN AT INITIAL STATInN,
2710SUSO - (1,0/TKEINF) NININUH TKE LEVEL. ALLOWED,
362 0S12 - 1.01FACTORIAL(NH T1 6 , /FACTORIAL(NN)
363 0S60 - (2,0/FACTORIAL(NM ¤39 F'CFACT ADD P TERN TO U2. U3 EOUATIONS,
174 PDFTOC - (0,01602) POUNDS/FTI$3 TO GRAMS/CM_13
170 F'DFTOK " (16.02) POUNDS/FTI_3 TO KG/M_3
36 F'EDDIM - DIMENSIONAL PRESSURE : PEDGE S PSTAG,
391PEDGE _ NON-DIM, PRESSURE AT PRESENT STATION,
268JPHZCOD - (1,O/H) GRADIENT PHI MULTIPLIER AT END OF F'F'RESo
821PIBAR UTAU COEF, FOR CONP, UI IN JNCINP.
PZNF - FREESTREAN PRESSURE, DEF, = 1ST VALUE IN F US X TABLE18 I MSKGS (1,0/2,27 POUND / KG,
340 PPFACT - USE PP TERN IN U2P U3 EQUATIONS.
99 PPRCON - (RHOINFSUINF882/ALC)
100 PPRIME - F'RSSURE GRADIENT COMPUTER IN PRESSURE ROUTINE,
67 PR - (1,0) PRANDTL NUNDER.
185 PRDIS - (1,37 DISSIPATION PRANDTL NUMBER.
166 PSFTOA - (4,725E-4) POUNDS/FT$$2 TO PSIA
169 PSFTOI - (6,924E-3) POUNDS/FT_2 TO POUNDS/IN_$2
160 P_FTON - (47.B8) POUNDS/FTS$2 TO NEMTONS/N_82
167 PSFTOT - (0,3591) POUNDS/FTS82 TO TORR.
351PSTAG - (PINF+O,S_RHOINFSUINF_2)
.... 20 PTItt - PRINT TIME PARAMETER IN "IMPLCT'.
345 PUMULT - MHEN = 1P USE EDDY VISCOSITY FOR U2p U3 DIFF. TERM,
179 RADCON - (57,2957759) CONVERSION FACTOR RADIANS TO DEGREES.
21 RE - (RHOINF_UINF_ALC/XNUlNF) REYNOLD'S NO.
43 REFL - (1,0) REFERENCE LENGTH,
47 REFLRE - (RHOINFIUINFSREFL/XMUINF) REYNOLD'S NO. BASED ON REFL.
285 RELAX - (0,6) RELAXATION FACTOR FOR GRID GROWTH IN LOOKAU.
289 RHOIN - (1,0) USE MALL DAMPING FOR TKE_ EPS EQNS, IN DERVBL.
10 RHOINF - (PINF_XMA/(RUNIV_TSINF) FREESTREAM DENSITY.
157 RHOUlN - RHOINF $ UlNF
360 RHSCAL - ADDIT. TERNS FOR REYNOLD STRESSES IN RNLDST,
199 RNULOC - 1,0 : USE LOCAL VISCOSITY FOR VAN DRIEST DAMPING FACTOR.
290 ROMULT - (PINF_XMA/(RHOINF$RUNIVSTOFINF) CONV. FACTOR IN DRHOBL.
119 ROUALC - RHOINF $ UINF _ ALCI_2
116 RR " CPH / CPA
32 RTCON1 - 2.0 S O $ AJ
• 56 RTCON5 - UINF$12 / (RTCONlSCPOINFSTOFINF)








280 _UEDSM - (10.0) IF ( Y/DELTA .GT. RUEDSM )
EPSDIH = GAMREFSUEDGE_DSTAR_GA_HA
138 RUESO - RHOEDG $ UEDG _ UEDG
28 RUNIV (1545.33S32,174) UNTVERSAL GAS CONSTANT,
" 129 SCT (1,0) CONSTANT SCHMIDT NUMBER.
210 SHPFAC SHAPE FACTOR.
301SIMPLT (TO) STATION AT WHICH TO START IMPLICIT INT.
190 SLOPE SLOPE OF VARIABLES COMPUTED IN LOOK.
50 SSINIT (HSINIT / FACT)
75 STLCON WHEN ,GT. 0,0. HAVE CONSTANT VISCOSITY.
73 STLDCR (204.0) REF. CON. TEMP. IN SUTHERLAND.
74 STLDEX (1.5) EXPONENT USED IN SUTHERLAND,
72 STLDTR (492,0) REF, TEMP. USED IN SUTHERLANDo
711STLDUR (1.163E-5) VISCOSITY USED IN SUTHERLAND.
3211STPHLT (1,1) STEP SIZE MULTIPLIER WHEN
_ i ALL VARIABLES CONVERGE ON 1ST ITERATION,
::. 3741TAREA TOTAL COMPUTATIONAL AREA,
3721TBAR MASS WEIGHTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE.
35 ITD - (1,0) TOTAL SOLUTION TIME ( DISTANCE ) FROM TO,
22 ITF (TF=TO P•STATION.206 HETA MOMENTUM THICKNESS.
THK (1.0) DEF. NON-DIM, THICKNESS OF ELEMENTS.2 I I E CURRENT STATI ,
48 TIMESV - SAVED TIME LOCATION FOR IMPLICIT INTEGRATION.
i 42 TKEDGE - LIMIT ON FREESTREAM EDDY VISCOSITY COMF'. IN DFCFBL.
90 TKEINF (UINFSI2)
300 TMNTS TIME (MINUTES) OF CPU USED.
305 THULT - (1.0_) STEP SIZE MULTIPLIER.
24 TO - STARTING TIME (DISTANCE).
146 TOM - (533.0) AIR REFERENCE TEMP. FOR COMPUTATIONS IN DIMEN.
58 TOFINF - (533,0) REFERENCE TEMPERATURE.
147 TOH - (520,0) H2 REF, TEMPERATURE FOR COMPUTATIONS IN DIMENo
40 TRATIO - 1,0  (GAMHAF-I.0)_ XMACHS_2 / 2.0
284 TSADD - INITIAL LEVEL FOR SCALE FACTOR 'TSCALE'
347 TSCALE - SCALE FACTOR FOR T2FIXt T3FIX AND T2PFIX IN PPRES.
155 TSINF - STATIC TEMPERATURE COMPUTED IN CPINIT.
i 111 TWELVE - (12.0) LENGTH SCALE USED IN BRDSHW.
26 TMOPI - (2.05PI)
394 T2FIX - ADD U2 CONVECTION TO RHS OF PP EQUATION,
398 T2PFIX - ADD U2' AND U3' TO RHS OF PP EOUATION,
397 T3FIX - ADD U3 CONVECTION TO RHS OF PP EQUATION.









RARRA_ NANE EIESCRIPT ION
ENTR_
• n IJL • j
385 UCNULT " (1,0) CONVECTION TERN NULTIPLIER FOR U1, TKE, EFS.
203 JUED " EDGE VELOCITY.
63 IUEDGE " UINF / UINFX USED IN DRDSHM.
27 LJINF FREESTREAN VELOCITY.
354 _INFX (UINF)
202 _MALL VELOCITY JUST OF MALL.
458 J1HIN NININUN LEVEL OF UI RLLOMED MHEN 'SETUP' IS CALLED.
282 _2STRS ADD REYNOLD STRESSES TO U2, U3 EGUATIONS.
120 _ARB PACKED WORD OF VAR, BEING INTEGRATED.
E,G, 12386.0 = UIP U2p U3, Kp E
348 JCNULT CONVECTION TERN ADDED TO U2, U3 EQUATIONS.
104 _ELCST UINFSS2 / ( 2.01GSAJSCPASTOA )
177 JLBTON (1.488) VISCOSITY BRITISH TO NKS.
178 JLDTOP (14,88) VISCOSITY BRITISH TO CGS.
346 JLDNLT LANINAR DIFFUSION ADDED TO U2t U3 EQUATIONS.
102 JSTART _ (101.0) PERCENT OF TD AT WHICH TO START
,_ U2, U3 CONPUTATIONS IN CONTES.
_j 383 dSNAX MIDTH OF SOLUTION DOMAIN AT INITIAL STATION.
-_ 273 _DELTA _ (0.01) FOR EPSDIN .GT. EPSNAX I XDELTA,
EPSDIN s EPflNAX I XDELTA.
128 KLAN (0.09) CONSTANT USED IN DFCFBL.
109 XNA - (28.97) NOLECULAR WEIGHT OF AIR.
&l XNACHO " NACH NUN_ER,
1_4 XNACHS - LOCAL NACH NUNBER.
373 XNDOTC - AVERAGE HAS FLOM.
66 XNF - (29.4) NOLECULAR MEIGHT OF FLUID.
172 XNFACT - (UZNFSSGRT (XNA/(TOFINF_,GANNAFIG_RUNIV)) )
110 XNH - (2.016) NOLECULAR MEZGHT OF HYDROGEN.
38 XNUZNF - FREESTREAN VISCOSITY.
98 XPRINE - NON-DIN. PRESUURE GRADIENT AT PRESENT STATION.
52 XSCALE - (1.0) X1COR SCALE FACTOR.
11 XT - DINENSIONAL STATION.
201 XTC - PRESENT STATION FOR INTEGRAL PARANET_R PRINT.
330 YNULT - (1.0) SCALE FACTOR FOR GRID NULTZPLIER.
324 YNRNAD - (FIO) DZSPLACENENT OF COORD. IN Y DIRECTION.
198 YPLU8 - Y+ VALUE AT MHICH TO SNITCH FRON NLT TO TKE.
53 YSCALE - (1.0) X2COR SCALE FACTOR.
382 ZNULT " (1.0) SCALE FACTOR FOR GRID HULTIPLIER.




THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF ENTRIES AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
ZZ ARRAY (1ST 'NIZS' ENTRIES) WHICH CONTAIN ENTRY POINTS IN
THE REMAINDER OF THE IZ ARRAY (SIARTINO A1 1Z(NIZS41))
MHICH ARE THE STARTING LOCATIONS FOR THE VARIABLE LENGIH
VECTORS USED IN THE PROGRAM.
Q
I • I NOTE _ 8 8
VALUES IN PARENTHESIS DENOTE DIMENSION OF VECTORS.
LOCATION IN IARRAY FOk DIMENSIONALIZINO SCALARS.
113 - KPLVAR, 52 - KROW, 50 - LCOL, 47 - LGt
170 - NBC, 25 - NCALLS. 210 - NCOHF'G_ 59 - NCPTAB_
194 - NDP, 31 - NEO_ 58 - NEOKNN_ 46 - NF_
191 - NMp 192 - N2M, 193 - NM2, 60 - NMBOUTp
206 - NMDL, 55 - NODE, 142 - NOUTPR, 162 - NPUSX,
371 - NPVSXT, 27 - NSKIP, 121 - NSPEC, 189 - NSTD,
62 - NTITL, 176 - NTKS, 177 - NU2POS, 178 - NU3POS,
112 - NWALLS, 90 - NYY, 91 - NZZ, 252 - NSELEN
DEFINITIONS FOR OTHER DIMENSIONS BASED ON ABOVE SCALARS.
HAXDEF' = MRXO ( NODE, NODE_NMDL )
MAXVAR = MAXO ( NODE, MAXDEP/2 )
MGLC = HhXO ( LCOL, LGINWALLS )
NEMD = NODE I 1.81





IZ 1 IZA COLUMN LOCATIONS•'
NTRY NAME DIM. DEFINITION
ICOL (LGOL )[- DISGRET TIONR W KR W 31- C TIZATION ROW LOCATIONS,
IFMTHD i(NFSNMBOUT ¼`HEADINOS FOR OUIPUT VARIABLES.TITLE I TITL$20 €`TITLE FOR START OF EACH OUTPUT PHASE.
S IIPINT (NDPIlO )- 1ST NDP LOCATIONS - DEPENDENT VARIabLES.
- 2NO NDP LOCATIONS - PREDICTED VARIABLES•
- 3RD NDP LOCATIONS - LOCATION OF IND. VARIABLES.
- 4TH HOP LOCATIONS - LOCATION OF PREDICTED VARI_BLFS.
IKDNO (NDP ) - NO. OF BOUNDARY NODES / DEP. VARIABLE.1 JIINCOL (LCOLS2) . N DES PER COLUMN.
11!IINROW i(KROW ) NO. OF NODES PER ROW.
14!IPSIBD (NSELEM) DIAGONAL _EVERSAL KEY FOR TYPE II ELEMENTS.
1SiICPTAB (NCPTAB) - SPECIFIC HEAT TABLE ENTRIES,
I?IITTAB (NCPTAB) - TEMPERATURE TABLE ENTRIES.
20;IIUSED (NODE ) - COUNTER USED IN OUTPUT ROUTINE,
25jlIBND (NODE_NEO) - RE-ORDERED NODES / DEP. UAR• TO ACCOUNT
t
- FOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS•l
26!IINODE (NEMDSNM - ARRAY OF ELEMENT CONNECTIONS (NM/ELEMEN1).
27;IJBOND (NODE ) - NODE SOLUTION ORDER USED IN SANCHO
28:IKEYCLI (NODE ) - COLUMN KEYS FOR SANCHO.
29tlKEYDG (NODE ) - DIAGONAL KEYS FOR SANCHO.
30 iIKEYRW (NODE ) - ROW KEYS FOR SANCHO.
32 INWN (NODE) - TEMPORARY STORAGE•
33 IINDEX (NODE ) - ORDER OF NO_ES BY COLUMNS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT.
34 IINDRW (NODE ) - ORDER OF NO_ES BY ROWS FROM TOP 10 bOTTOM.
35 INOCOL (NODE ) - OUTPUT CGI.UMN POSITION OF NODES BY ROWS.
36 IIELS (NODE_2) - NO. OF ELEMENTS CONNECTED TO NODES.
37 IIELEM (NODE_6) - LIST OF ELEMENTS CONNECTED TO NODES.
38 IIBORD (NODE ) - LIST OF BORDER NO_ES IN COUNTER-CLOCKWISE OR_E_.
39 IRHOE (NODES2) - TEMP, STORAGE FOR RHO*Et RHO_EPS•
NSTDMX = 2*NM + N2M  2_NM2 2.NM.83  50
43 IC200 (NSTDMX) I- STORAGE FOR STANDARD MATRICES.
45 ISMSTR (NSTD ENTRY POINTS IN IZ FOR STANDARD MATRICES.
NBCND = NSKIP  6SNBC 1
46 IBCNST (NEGSNBCND °$`STORAGE FOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.
NDIFST = NODE • (NEO  10
47 IDIF (NDIFST) I- DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS / DEP. VAkIABL_.
48 IYY (NYYSNOD£) - 4 SETS OF VALUES / DEP. VARIABLE.
49 IZZ (NZZ_NODE) - 4 BETS OF VALUES / DEP. VARIABLE.
50 IXlP_ (NEMD ) l- ELEMENT LENGTHS COMPUTED IN BEOMFL.






IZ ARRAY ENTRY POINTS
!
iz!
ENTRY 1NAME DIM__., DEFINITION
541IF'ROW (KROW ) - ROW COORDINATES FOR OUTPUT PAGE,
56'IAMXLT (NODE*4) - MIXING LENGTHt DUDYp WALL DAMPING AND DIFFUSION
: LENGTH.
61 ;ITBRTK (MGLC*NTKS+2) [- STORAGE FOR INTEGRAL PARAMETERS.
63 IU2POS (NU2POSZ2)|- DOWNSTREAM PLOS. FOR CROSS COORD. CHANGE.
64 IU2VAL (NU2POS*2) I! SCALE FACTOR FOR CROSS COORD. CHANGE.65 IU3POS (NU3POSS2) DOWNSTREAM POS. FOR TRANSVERSE COORD. CHANGE.bS:IU3VAL (NU3POSZ2) SCALE FACTOR FOR TRANSVERSE COORDINATE CHANGE.
71110UT1 (MAXDEP) J TEMPORARY STORAGE,
I (IOUTI DE)THRU (IOUTI E)CONTAIN
, REYNOLD STRESSES.
72 IOUT2 (MAXVAR) TEMPORARY STORAGE.
_ ; (IOUT2  NODE)CONTAINS GAMMA IN SUB. DFCFBL.
TO' .
76iIOUT6 (MAXUAR) - TEMPORARY STORAGE.
77 IAREA (NEMD ) - AREA OF ELEMENTS COMPUTED 1N GEOMFL.
78,ICP NODE ) - NODAL VALUES OF SPECIFIC HEAT.
791IH NODE ) - NODAL VALUES OF ENTHALPY.
801IPSI NODE ) - TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR EQUATION SOLVING IN STRF.
82:I0 NODE ) - TEMPORARY STORAGE.
83 IOP NODE ) - TEMPORARY STORAGE.
84 IRHO NODE*3) - NODAL VALUES OF DENSITY_ RHO*U1 AND AVE. RHOZU1.
85 ITEHP NODE ) - NODAL VALUES OF TEMPERATURE.
86 IRHSP NODE ) - RIGHT HAND SIDE FOR EQUATION SOLVING IN STRF.
S8 ITK (NEMD ) - ELEMENT THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION.
89 IIXICOR (NODE ) - NODAL VALUES OF TRANSVERSE COORDINATES.
90 IX2COR (NODE ) - NODAL VALUES OF NORMAL COORDINATES.
91 IPRESS (_ODE*2) - NODAL VALUES OF PRESSURE.
92 IAMU (NODE ) - NODAL VALUES OF LAMINAR VISCOSITY.
95 INORMY (NODE*2) - NORMALIZED TRANSVERSE COORDINATES.
96 INORMZ (NODE*2) - NORMALIZED VALUE OF CROSS COORDINATES.
99 NJST (NODE*3) - _TORAGE FOR RHS IN STRF.
100 IPRVAL (NCOMF'G ¨%@”STORAGE FOR PRSGRD VARIABLES.
10111QL (NODE*S) _ STORAGE FOR DERVDX ROUTINE.
102 IGPL (NODE*_) f STORAGE FOR DERVDX ROUTINE.
103 IVEL (NODE ) TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR RHO S U2.
104 IW (NODE ) TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR RHO Z U3.
5 ;PRGRD ( *3) NODAL VALUES OF PDX.
108 XYNOD (NODE*NWALLS) J- TRANSVERSE COORD, OSED IN CONTES, DFCFBL,
TRBTHK, WLFLXS, ETC.
109 IGEOM1 (NEMD*NH) _ NATURAL COORDINATE DERIVATIVE COMP. IN GE_MFL.
110 IGEOM2 (NEMDZNM) _ NATURAL COORDINATE DERIVATIVE COMF', IN GEOHFL.
I_"/




IZ ARRAY ENTRY POINTS
,z 1: TRYN.e DIM DEFINITION.o _ _
111zFLOTS(KPLV,,2)[ LISTOFV,R;A,LSSTO,E PLOTTe
112 IPLTYP (KPLVAR$2) I_ TYPE OF PLOT TO BE GENERATED.
113 IPLSCL (KPLVAR=IO) I- PLOT SCALE FACTORS.
ISCHMT (NODE ) F NODAL VALUES OF SCHHIDT NUMBERS.114
(NCALLSZ2) J- LIST OF LINK NOS. AND ENTRIES TO CALL AT121 ICALL
I END OF IMPLCT.
-_ NMB " NMBOUT + ir
,,3 IOMULT (NMDi2 ) _ LIST MULTIPLIERS FOR OUTPUT VARIABLES
124 IOSAVE (NMB ) p LIST V_RIABLES TO BE PRINTED IN OUTPUT.
MR = MAXO(tS,NSPEC,NPVSXT MMNODE = NODE 8 M]NO(M ,NMBOUT)
125 INOUT (MHNODE) _ TEMP. STORAGE FOR OUTPUT VAR. AND SOURCE DATA.
127 IICNCL (MGLC82) L NO. OF NODES / COL. USED IN CONTESp DFCFBLtTRBTHK, ETC.
128 IICNDX (NODE=NMALLS+LCOL) I- LIST OF NODES / COL. USED IN CONTES,
DFCFBL_ TRBTHK, ETC.
13111PAR (NOUTPR) F LI_T OF PARAMETERS TO PRINT AT START OF OUTPUT.
132 IOPAR (NOUTPRZ4 xH•INFORMATION FOR PARAMETERS AT
BEGINNIN_ OF OUTPUT.
133 ISUTLD (10 ) | LIST OF CONSTANTS USED IN SUTHLD.
134 IPR (NODE ) f NODAL VALUES OF PRANDTL NUMBER.
135 IMPAR (NOUTPR) LIST OF HULT. FOR PARAH. AT START OF OUTPUT.
6 IEPS TURB. VISC. COMPUTED IN DFCFBL.
137 ISKNFR (MGLC,4 dSKIN FRICTION DIST. BY COLUMN.
138 ,,TN (MGLC ) _ STANTON NO. DIST. BY COLUMN.
139 IX3ST (NPVSX) _ LIST OF DOWNSTREAM STATIONS IN PRESSURE TABLE.
NPNONP = NPVSX  IPCFITSNODE
t40 IPVSX (NPNONP) _ LIST OF DOWNSTREAM PRESSURES IN PRESSURE TABLE.
NDNENM = NODE  NEGS(41NM_20)
143 NVDEP (NDNENH) _ ELEMENT ADDRESS LOCATIONS USED IN BCONDTp DERVBL
AND PPRES.
146 IMXLT (LGI4 ) _ MIXING LENGTH FROM GETFSL.
150 IGSAV (NEMD_NM) I- TERM 8 STORAGE IN PPRES.
1511PSAV (NODE83) _ PHI, U2RHS, U3RHS TEMP. STORAGE IN PPRES.




'NIZS' IN NAME01 NEEDS TO BE SET TO 250 TO ALLOCATE STORAGE.
IZlN
ENTRY AME DIM. DEFINITION
i
2011NZONE (KSEL ) - SUF'ER ELEMENT NUMBERS.
202 _SHRPE (KSEL ) - ORDER OF GENERATED ELEMENTS IN REFINE.
203 IDLZ (KSEL ) - TYPE OF ELEMENTS DESIRED / SUPER ELEMENT.
206 NZ (KSEL ) - NO. OF DIVISIONS IN 3RD DIRECTION.
207 ITYPE (KSEL ) - TYPE OF SUPER ELEMENT 1 = TRIANGLE.
2 = QUADRILATERAL.
208 NCOL (KSEL ) - NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN SUPER ELEMENT.
209 MELEM (KSEL ) - SUPER ELEMENT TO ELEMENT.
210 NELK (KSEL ) - TYPE OF SUPER ELEMENT LINK.
211 g (KSEL ) - SUPER NODE TO ELEMENT.
212 KQ (KSEL ) - Q KEY.
213 KF (KSEL ) - F KEY.
214 KTK (KSEL ) - THK KEY.
215 IBCTYP (50_IBC) - BOUNDARY TYPE KEY.
216 BOUND 150SIBC) - BOUNDARY COEFFICIENTS.
217 IDUM (NODE+5) - DUMMY NODE COUNTER IN REFINE.
NSKIBC = NSKIPIIBC
2181BC (NSKIBC) - GENERATED BOUNDARY CONDITION ARRAY.
219 INODF (NODE ) - VECTOR OF BOUNDARY NODES.
2201KTFIX (NODE ) - FIXED DEP. PAR. NODE KEYS.
2211IRNSTB (KSEL$8) -' NOT USED
2221JELF (NODE ) - VECTOR OF BOUNDARY ELEMENTS.
2231KBND (NODE ) - SUPER ELEMENT BOUNDARY KEYS.
224_IRTH (NODE ) - NOT USED
59
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00000001-TSE07
_Z ,ARRAY ENIRY F'OINTS OF POOR QUALITY
IZ
ENTRY NAME DIM, DEFINITION
| ., , | i i Jll iJ i . J i i i __
225 AA (KSNODE - NON-RECTaNGULAR CARTESIAN COORDINATES DIR. 1.
226 BB (KSNODE) - NON-RECTANGULAR CARTESIAN COORDINATES DIR. 2,
227 SNODE (KSNODE) - SUPER NODE NUMBER VECTOR.
228 SGRID (KSNVAR) - VARIABLE ARRAYS RETURNED FROM REFINE,
229 OUR (NNVAR ) - DUMMY STORAGE IN REFINE,
230 ELNK (KSLNSD) - SUPER NODE CONNECTION TABLE,
231 MATL (NEMD ) - GENERATED SUPER ELEMENT TO ELEMENT DATA,
232 COORD (NODVAR) - FINITE ELEMENT NODE COORDINATES.
233 INX (KSEL ) - NO. OF DIVISIONS IN 1S1 DIRECTION.
234 INY (KSEL ) - NO, OF DIVISIONS IN 2ND DIRECTION,
235 NDVEC (NODE ) - ELEMENT CONNECTIONS FOR GRID GENERATION,
236 (KSNVAR) - NOT USED
237 ELCORD (NNVAR) - ELEMENT COORD, FOR GRID GENERATION.
238 KYND (NNVAR) - ELEMENT NODE CONNECTIONS.
239 IDM2 - TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR CSFINPo


























-, tl : ' ICOND' ICOND
J
Vl : ' COHOC' CO_C











Vl:'INPUT' INPUT = NI





















DO FOR I = I,NBRS,2)
, = IPos=,MuL(I! I
VI: IARRAY(IPOS) i
NMUL(I+I) J

















11: 'PLUS' "1 "
I + RARRAYLNBRS)
:'SQRT' =
fI:'POWER' POWER = FMUL(1)
Figure 2. BDINPT flow chart (cont.)
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DOFOR I = 1, N1 DOFORI = 1, N1 {
RZ(IZI+I-I)- IF RZ(IZ3+I-I).LE.O.O)I
(IZ2+I-I)* RZ(IZI+I-I) 0.0,














F, _..,] _&_/,/- /NRELOC =
NRELOC =
_. , WRITE








. .., / OUTNOD ,
/N2,1Z(IZ3),
: _ # \READ(NDSET)/ \ PTF )
INPUI />'-----e_IZ(NRELOC/ J
\r/ ,"-'>, [/ READER \/(IZ(N3). \
\R7.(N3), . / " '
NCOUNT )
Figure 2. BDII|PTflow chart (cont.)
• t














Figure 2. BDINPT flow chart (cont.)
lO
_.w-. n










.: VINTGR(NI) = Vl 1 ./'_. VREAL(NI) = VI 1
IZINTG(NI} = N2 _ IZREAL(NI) = N2 IIAINTG(NI) = N3 IAREAL(NI} - N3
Figure 2. BDINPT flow chart (concl)
bJ_-
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• b.
0I_'r_'' - QUlWI.t'I_: OFeOoI¢
_: }Z_ITlAL-_"Ea ME'i'T'ViCTOP,_
,-;lIDSCALARS. /







- fSET UP RHS FOR U? & U3
-i RESET JACOBIAN TO 0.0.
1 l
LATE:
_; / RHO* V
l












Assign coefficientsto G(J) terms.
a. AUMULT --- Eddy Viscosicy
b. VLDMLT --- Lam. Visc. U2, U3
c. VCMULT --- Convec. U2, U3
d. PCFACT) - Pressure U2, U3PPFACT}'"
e. U2STRS --- Stresses U2, U3
f. UCMULT --- Convec. UI, TKE, EPS
ELEMENTLOOP _
, , jDO 600 MEL = i, NELEN
and addresses.
Zeroout element vectors and scalars. I
Extract& assemble element data vectors& scalarsIfrom global vectors.
I ComputeIB300011QI jfor dep. variables.




' _Store diffusion tem multipliers.I
12." "
:i Zero out elementmartices and scala
, :. ,
'2
_; i oosoo.,- i,N. ]
_:" Zero out element vector entries.
E.i_':" Compute_B2001.[Q] for necessary
i._; variables.
i_# Compute lq_J_3ooo_j_q_forgen. & diss.
II-C term.s of TKE and EPS.
" [ Compute_o.r. re= forUl=_. _q_.
[ ' 1Assemble diffusion& convection_ element vectors..,




[Compute DELUSQ for gen. terms of TKE & EPSJ
JCompute ENERGY for dependentvar. J
]com. t to T, J
Check on magnitude of DELUSQ.
On first pass only - - compute the
largestvalue of DELUSQ and store
in DELTST. (on completionof Ist
pass set DELCHK - DELTST * DELMLT)
{f DE_USQ .)e. DEL g o 507
_ for _, _P_ gen./di_@,terms.compuI:ecoet.
DO 525 ML = I, NM 1
I
Assemble C Q, Diffusionand 1|eonvectionmatrices for Oacobian. , _= ,
[ DO 450_NP--_;!_N.EqKNN }
[Assemble i:omon terms in qRHS_ J
Figure 3. DERVBL flow chart (cont.)
. j,, . ;,wr., -










Figure 3. DERVBL flow chart (concl.)
'. O000000"I-TSF'I0




Limit lower level of TKE, DISS to
OSUSQ & EPTEST respectively.
ComputeDiss. Length from TKE,
DISS. Computeeddy viscosi_ from
TKE DISS eaua_.,,




NEIE2 = 3 - NEIE2 ]
KPNT = I JN_ ,= ]
Figure 4. DFCFBLflow chart
00000001-TSF11
01:pO0_ QtJitt.l't-'_
i Compute DLDY Vector ]
C)
I Compute Van-Driestwall dampingfunction,Eddy Viscosity,TKE &







statementnos. 140 - 155
_ apply to laminarnodes.
__ Not pertinenthere.
Figure 4. DFCFBL flow chart (cont.)
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Extractnode aos. and nodal var.
as needed for computations.
Compute Y+, U+, l, _, Y/_ , _,
Compute Dim. Eddy Visc. - EPSDIM




Multiply EPSDIM by intennittancy _* Ifac or -y. Compute UEDSTR=GAMREF* U_, ,_
If (Y/ .gt.RUEDSW)set EPSDIM = UEDSTR J
_ .,
MLT nodes. I
Figure 4. DFCFBL flow chart (cont.)
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LStore TKE in Dep. VariableOK ]
Compute DISSIPATION. ]
Store DISS. in Dep. Variable JE |
Store Diss. Length _ j
<. :>




_.I WRI T: O/_:_K_ IT'_: ! j_ ot0re DISS i]\( ..'_ L-_°u_j
' \ Print 1'4ode/
_0_ \Debug/\ I.f.o./
'_"End of Column Loop ]
_ \Debug /





















Figure 5. IFIPSLVflow chart
_,." 00000001-TSG03
= NELPAS=NELPAS+]
NZTER:I NITER = 2
NPTEST(NP)= NP
PTEST(NP): = 'forall dep. var
exc. U2 & U3.
SETVAL













_'_M_'Z _,v'Z "I* 10**IBL_S
Y_ , _" . - j
!Set_;Qat fixed nodes = O.O)
L_PS_X + EPS* UI_X J
Search for Ist occurence
of &Q > EPSMAX. If one /_




I If all var. converge















for (fUl) , : DERVDX _ !




FiguPe 5. IMPSLVflow chart (concl.)
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F_OfiRAM ,JNCTIJR( ]NF'UI ,OUTPUT .TAF'E5 =INF'UT _TAF'E&=OUTF'UT )
C - 0 - M - O - C
£1IMENSION RZ(1). L(400)
EOUIUALENCE (RZ(1), IZ(1), L(1) )
COMHON / UARBLE / IARRAY(O0500), RARRAY(0500)
EOUIUALENCE ( IARRA¥(O00?2), IZSIZE )
COMMON / ARRAYS / IZ(350000)
NZSIZE = 350000
CALL RESETI ( 500, IARRAY, 0 )
CALL RESET ( 500, RARRAY, 0.0 )
IZSIZE = NZSIZE
CALL RESETI ( IZSIZE, IZ, 0 )
WRITE ( 6, 9600 ) IZSIZE





DIMENSION TITLE(/_, UNAME(3,10), INAME(8)
COMMON / PLOTFE / NTITL, INANE, NOB_NO, NS, NV, UNAME, TITLE
COMMON / CONF'PR / DERU2(IO)
COMMON / AFYSAU / DFYSAU(102)
COMMON / FSHAPE / D(60)
COMMON / DISCRT / IDSC(IO)
COMMON / MANOUT / MANY(20)
COMMON / NEWGOM / DGEOH(IO)
COMMON / NPINTQ / JJ(30)
COMMON / JADRES / JAD(30)
COMMON / OUTDUM /
1FMTI(IO), FMT2(O?)p FMTJ(17), RNHB(11), DUM(2S)
DATA FMT1 /4H(1H ,4H, ,4H B, 4H A1, 4H,4X,, 4H 1,
4H 2, 4H O, 4H A1, 4H ) /
DATA FMT2 / 4H(1HO, 4H,1X,, 4HIHE,, 4H I2,, 4H 1, 4H 2,
4H 8, 4H Alt 4H ) /
DATA FMT3 / 4H( 1,4H 6,4HX, ,4H ,4H 1,4H( ,4H 4,
1 4H A,4H 4,4H_IHE,4H,IJ,,4H ,4H I_4HX )),3'1H /
DATA RNMB / 4H O, 4H 1, 4H 2, 4H 3, 4H 4, 4H 5,
$ 4H 6, 4H 7p 4H B, 4H 9, 4H 10 /









DATA NTII'L, INAME, NOBIINO, NS, NV, TITLE, VNAME /
&, 7_, 21, 27, 38, -IS2, O, O, O, O,
2 4H ST, 4HANDA, 4HRII P, 4HF:INT, 4H VAR, 4HIABL, 4HES ,
3 3_1H , 4H , 4HSTAT, 4H10N , 4HREYN, 4HOLDS, 4H NO.,
4 4H RE, 4HF. V, 4HEL. , 4H REF, 4H. VI, 4HSC. , 4HVARI,
5 4HABLE, 4H NO., 1251H /
DATA MANY / 39, 47, 56, 91, 66, 101, 102, 105, 12_0 /
DAT_ DFYSAV / 102_0.0 /
D_TA DERV2 / 10_0.0 /
[IATA D / 5_0.0, 0.25, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.5, 0.0, -1.0, 0.075,
1 9_0.0, 1.2, 37_0.0 /
DATA IDSC / 4_1, 6_0 /
DATA DGEOM / 10_0.0 /
DATA JJ / 30_0 /
END
_UBRbUYINE COMOC
DUMMY SUDROUIINE TO SUF'F'RESS PRINTOUT OF TITLE PAGE.




DUMMY SUBROUTINE CALL BY 'LINKCAL ' ENTRIES IN INPUT DATA.
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OUTVEC ( NN, ARRAY, TITLE )
THIS IS h SF'ECIAL OUTVEC FOR THE JUNCTURE CORNER ONLY.
FOR THE MORE GENERAL CASE, REMOVE THIS SUBROUTINE.
DIMENSION ARRAY(I), TITLE(B)











::i.,,oo o .......+ o++ C i£ +
00000001-TSG08
, .... '+ _ ,i, ++ I.&
OF kJGu;: t_J/:_LITY! _
!= INI"U| b/:il(_ Uli I;1_
_ WZlIG FU_EL(4L_[ JUHCIUR£ I'LON,
F EI,If4HE
, |NhttEO l
i _ N_lkf¢ ,. _ I_NIPf4S" '_()0. NHOU'I =J L_t NIJI, I'IUI: . tOe NO[lli_ ' :[,
NEO '_ ?v NEI_rlUk _ ' iw NE_hU2, _ 1, NI_I;ICNN " _ NL:.Oh)II):I , "4,
, <__ NF'USX; , 7p N Ir|I',P] ,_ l/tp Ni;Nfl))b • IlJ NEIE2" 1,
LPIJNI1 '. O_ LPL_UP '_ 6p LPPNIIH - LDV JF'I< '_ _, NHIilI)III • :_0_
"¢'n NODE , t_3_ LCOL = 75e KRUI# ', 2_ NPUS): _= P660e
" "t NNROI4 .. 9_ N_If.INtl = 2._,) NI))JE_ ; ).tO_ NL]I',i\ 1"t05
_ LIPWRIT - 2, ZBO'I = 2, X'II)P _ 4_ NR " LO_ NI'I '_ 1, Xl;_(_,l"'l" :_ 8_
&L'N_=
; t I'l(*d_E02
UINF _ ;100,0, F'ZNF = 2116,U, C,HZEP_ :; _,OE 4= DELP : *tOt,Or
+;:., COHPX " 2.* C(]HF'Y u _,, USG " 1,_ t.f'HULI =; 1,* I:l_;Ifd_l _ 1,,
"* U2STR_ ;= _*Oe 1_4E]BtIM " *001= PCF(t_'I " 1** PPFAC1 :" 2*r
" "'+ VCHUL.T :; 1,O_ UL.DHL1 : 1,0, IJUIJ_;(I " _.*O[*_ EF'SHIN :* 1,01""_t
i TO _ *011_ TD ; *509* "ISf*DD '= *0_** IIE:LHL1 .; 1,0E"4_
;:,) kARkAY(3B4) = 1,0_,, RARR/_Y(7,I)_) :: 1,0_
:;'1 tEND
_'_J FEDZHN T [E;Tf4I_LZ_H UF.CIOR f_DDI¢_G_ES FROH D.'I(_ INIq)'l,
i IF'INI T INPU'I I)F.PENDENI Ufd_ZhI_LE NUHBEKG*
I 5 6 2 3 7 S 9 0 O, tOtO_ 10511 I '1
. LINI<4 9 '1 CALL PU'IEN'I 11) EG'rr, BLISH UECIUI;:U FI)I;: 'IYF'E 1] OI,_,C,
! 1_'_3ZBD 1 EST/4_:LZ|tH I)][R[.CTION OF DZ¢IGI)I+{:,L._,
" 1 -,2 t
LINK2 14 "I CALL. DBIIRIZ 10 GILNILP.f_IE LITSCREIZ2/+TIUN,
NElh "1 NO, OF" ELEHE.I_I'It; 1"14 E'i{._ I:IZR, FUR E_.)CH SIJI:'ER LL/HENI,
+,' 9 T
NEF'5 T Nf3, OF ELEHEN'I_; ;[14 E.l:'t; [=IR, FUR E(+I_H t|tlF'E._ LL[.HER'I,
9 9 1
_; STYI-'E "! "IYF'E OI: UUPER ELEHEN1S. 4 LIU(._]Ii'_ZL(CIER(_L
? 2*4 |
SELCN T ¢3UPER ELEHEN'I NUDE C()NNEI:I;I)N_;+
.I" " ? ]0 _ 1 12 1_, t? 2_
, 1 _ 14 _5 _+9 16 1.7 1U !
:.|" t_tEF'VAR 28? 290 124U '1 Ufd_, "ll) BE _*_(t_'IRIBU'rE[,, 2U_t=:2r 290-Y, 124U:+UI,
0,00, 0,869565,0i91U ,0 ,02B ,0_ ,02_; ,0 ,0999 °079_;{
,2 1.35 .867565e ,OtV1U O,Oe 1.15 1+35 1,).5 1,_5
•,_ 0,0 0,0 ,01918 ,O_ 0+0 O,02P, ,05 ,02_i 0,0 +01718
• 0 ,0009 ,01918 0,097_1 0,079'? ,OU ,0009 .09 ,O00t _
_i I 0,0 0,0 ,7_B 0,0 0,0 ,_ ,_ O,O 0,0 ,7_._.0 ,_;1"I ,TU_ 0,0
.71_3 0°0 ,._t_ ,'/20 0,0 ,'71 "1
rlO|_E T ENII OF INF'U'I FOR [IBCR'|Z*
REAl[:= 5 63 -26 1 RE.fd;[RANL;E L.UL_ILR RIGH*I I:IIRNILR ELt'.HEN'I_;,
11 1 2_ 2 12 11 "1
+:;:- REA[* C) 63 +26 91G '1 REARRANGE UPPER t+t'FI CUI_NEK ELE'HILN'IS,
; 181 171 182, t.?l 172 182 1
i FCEAD _ 63 .-26 *?72 I k_lO ELF.HENT 10 IN1ERIGR I;URNER°
rio 100 90 "1
IARRAY 14 32_ 1 _E'l NI'-'LEH " 325
DESCkIPT 204 1 "rllLr FOR GU'IPU1 UEC'rION,
_1N6 / FUSELAGE JUI4C1URE FL.UM*
!": [*ONE T END OF 1 I"| LE
k"
:" hPF'ENDIX B,





COtII|1L.E "1 _C_LAI_ PRZNIOIJi rule IJ|Jl|'iJI !3LI:I(I)N.
WIN_ / FLI_LLAI;E JIJNI:IIJICE FLOW.
[=ONE
DESCKIF'] 3_2 'l IDPAR F'hRhI_EI[K IL'II.EU [l|l_ OUIHUI.
k EF[ R[IICE ENI_L 1 _H--F I k NI;L _ _H "iN H .1("b I; -t; -
EI;NI;TH, .. ,.,.. • .F],,,,,,.o, ,Lid,.,° .., ,1_,,,,,. , ,i;H,,,,,,
VVLI)CITY...,.., .FT/_..,..,, .N,A ....... H/_.,.. , ,CH/_ ....
PEN511Y.* ...., . .|.DH/_I _o , , , ,It,A, o. .), GI:IH_* o , , , .U/I:C, , ,
TENVLRhIURE.,., .RANKINE,, , , ,N,(), . , ... , KEL.UIN, , ,N,(t,,,,,
I:N IHAt.F'Y..... , . .kITU/L_H. , . , ,N,_,, , ,,, , I_J/li_, , , ,N,(1, ..,(
I" _OZ, _F'EC, HEkT, ,U'IUILDH -R, , ,N,_,,, ,,. , l_J/l(l;..h , ,N,_,.,,,
VLI;COUI rY....,. .LJH/[ T -_. , , oN,A,., ,,, ,NI 'B/H_, , F'I)II;E, , ,
LI)I;AL. PKESSUKE. . F'UF.,..., ,. . F'UI .... , I_N'I/H:_, , , , '101_R ....
LI)GAL SOLUTION. .HACFI HI),,,, ,DI_UX_. ,.. ,ENENI;Y,, ,]NI. VhR.
NWI;[ OH H'So.... .H31.,,,.... , G_;_.., ,., ,I;_, .,. , .G).,.,.,.
XI/LREF..... .... DXXlL_EF,,, .E.P_ILUN.... ._XLI',/L_EF ._EI'L RE NO.
DONE
MF'A_ "1
582. 2 2 162 164 163, 382 164 163. 382 170 174.
3_2 165 2, 2 -175 3821 382 176 2, 38_ 177 170*
2 2 169 168 167, 382 108 2* _82, 58_, _$2 1
IONUHB -1
999. _82001 999. 200 4843. 200 27 200 27 _!7.
200 10 200 10 10, 200 _8 200 _8 200)
: 200 97 200 97 200, 200 30 200 30 200)
200 38 200 38 38e 999. 39 48361 300 154 100 135 122,
398 4811 186, 200 4811 139e 11 12 14 85 47 1
I_ORD T COUNTER-CLOCKMISE LIST 0I" _OUNDARY NOOE_.
10811 11 17_I10 20, 108I"1 190, 188I")0 171 1
KBNO 1 T F1XED NODES FOR DEP. OAK. NIJ. ]
ADD DONE
198110 1 T FIX _ALL Hi)DES.
K_NO 2 T FIXED NODES FOR _EP. UAR. NO. 2
ADD DONE
198110 1 T FIX _ALt. NODES.
K_NO 3 T FIXED NODES FOR DEP. VAR. NO. 3
ADD DONE i
19_110 ] T FIX _RLL NODES. *!
k_NO 7 7 FIXED NODES FO_ DEP. _A_, NO. 7
ADD DONE
191110 1 T FIX MALL ONLY FOR PP
KBNO 8 T FIXED NODES FOR DEP. VAR. NO. 8
ADD DONE
198110 10 T
KBNO 9 T FIXED NODES FOR DEP, VAR, NO. 9
ADD DONE -
98110 lop 98110 110 I"
APPENDIX _.






• GflTf'TS T 5F'[CZF|Y 19 5[IS OF 10 140_£_ [ACH.
19510 T
CNTNDS l SF'[CIFY ALL NOD[ 1t08, IN THE 19 5FI_,
: 1905|7 1 T
• XARRAY 47 19 1 SET L_ - 47
L|NK3 4 1 CALL IeZlIEN TO NQN-DZH£NS|QNALITE INPUT,
LINk1 3 T CALL OEUHFL TO CUIIPUTE t.ENOIHS AI4IOAREA_,
]ARRAY 61 1 T SET KDUHP " 1
CNTPTS T SET UP ]MO VECIOk_ OF LENOrH 19 FOk NU_PCP.
,. 19 19 T
; CNTNDS 1 BFEC]FY NODES ZN _UTH VECTORS,10S1-10 lOOt 95Z-1 9t IOSZIO 100_ 9S1-1 1B9 r
ZAR_Y 47 2 T SET LG _ 2
• LINk2 23 T CALL CPGTUP TO REAb IN t:P UATA,
O,U 0,02784 0,04731 0,0716_ 0,10210 0,14010 0,19000
0.00999J
0.46940 0.46940 0.42770 0.3_980 0.36030 0.336Y0 0,31740
._ 0.01914
_. 0,38290 0,38290 0,3_6_0 0,3_1_0 0,29170 0,26730 0,24680
.* 0.03126
_,, 0,29870 0,29870 0,28500 0,2_710 0,22970 0,20600 0.18_60
',. 0.04628
_" 0,21490 0,21490 0,21020 0,19090 0,16B30 0,14700 0,12800
_- o.o64o9
_ 0.13170 0.13190 0,13350 0,12220 0,10560 0,08826 0,07195
0.084_8
_r 0.05079 0.05079 0.0_6_9 0.05191 0,04182 0,02944 0,01691
_ 0.13310-0.10_00 -.0.10_00 -0,09411 -0,08947 "0,08799 -0.08917 -0,0917_
0,16090
-0,1788 -0,1788 -0,1664 -0,1_84 -0,1_22 -0,1480 "'0,14_10
0.22240
-0.31S1 -0.31_1 -.0.3012 -0.2879 -0.2739 -0.2601 -'0.2466
0.2908
-0.4296 -0,4296 -0,41_ -0,3982 "0,3783 -0,3_71 -0,334_
_: 0.402_0
-0._4460 -0._4460 -0._3120 -0._1030 -0.48480 -0.4_640 -0.42_00
0.50
', -0._7430 -0,_7430 .-0,_6140 -'0,_3960 -0,_1270 -0,482_0 -0,44880
' 0._97_
t
_. -0,_4460 "0._4460 -0,_3120 "0,51030 "0,48480 "'_.4_640 -0,42_000,71
: -0.4296 -0.4296 -0.41_ -0.3982 -0.3783 -0.3_7 -0._34_
T
L_N_2 30 T CALL NOPF'CP TO E81A_LZSH CP TABLES,
., I _PF'ENDIX El,
:_, DATA DECK FOt_ 3DF'NS JUNCTURE
4
.:,.__..................................................::::=i" . . .... LIILIL'I...................................................91.. ..............$ $ Z;




C_rF'TS T RESET CNTPT5 FOE _OLUTION.
19810 T
CNTNDS T RESET CIdINDS FOK _OLUllbN.
190811 1 T
IA_AY 47 19 1 _£Y LC _ 19
LINh! 2 T CALL NOD_LH TO 5El LiP ELEHENT INFU. ATTAI;HED TO NO_EB.
LINE1 11 T CALL NO_PPN
L|Nh2 lO T CALL TBLIliP 10 DI_IRIBUIE ill ALONU CULUI_N6 OF NUDE_.
]ARRAY 76 1 'l kREDOB • 1 EEIJEEL _EbUG.
LIN_I 11 T CALL NO_PPR
IAK_AY 76 0 T KREDBO - 0 TUkN OFF' KEDKLL DEBUG,
IAREAY 61 0 1 SET KDUHP _ 0
LIN_2 3 T CALL. WLFLXS
RARRAY 63 1,0 T SET UEUOE _ 1.0
L|NK2 1_ T CALL TRB1HK
LIN_2 3 T CALL MLFLX_
LINk5 6 T CALL 5ETDIF --_--'---_"
DESCRIF'T 203 T TITLES FOR OUTPUT [BEPENI=EN1 VA_IABLE_.
U1/UREF U2tUREF U3/UREF NU/NURE F I KE/TK_KEF
DISS/DISSREF PP / PSIAG U' U'V' U'W'
_' V'W' M'
_ONE
IOSAVE T SPECIFY PRINTOUT VARIABLES,
1248 224B 3248 1247 _248e 6248 7248 3271 4271 G271,
6271 7271 8271 T
IOHULT T SPECIFY HULTIPLIERS AND OPERAIORS FOR P_INT VA_IABI.ES.
3=2 21 982, 1381 T
LINK2 I_ T CALL TRBTHI_
LINK2 3 T CALL MLFLXS
LINK_ 6 T CALL SETDIF
LINKCALL T ORDER OF CALLS AT END OF S IEP IN IHPLCT.
2 4 T CON_ _ DUHHY CALL.
RARRAY 9_ 0.9b-3 T SET EPIEST
LINK_ 4 T CALL RNLDST
IARRAY 107 0 T SET HEIE2 _ 0
_NO _ T FIXED NUDES FOR DEF. _A_. NU.
ADD DONE
19_I10 1_ 198110 10 T FIX WALL RNU FREE_TRE,M NOUE_.
KBNO 6 T FIXED NODES FOR UEP. VhR. NU. 6
ADD DONE
19_110 1_ 175110 10 1 FIX WALL AND FkE.ESTREAH NO_E_o
O_NINT T CALL INTEGRATION PACKAGE.
EXIT T EXIT PROORAH
CASE END
APPEN[_IX B.
DATA DECK FOR 3DPNS JUNCTURE
92
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